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Abstract. Motivated by problems in the study of Anosov and pseudo-Anosov

flows on 3-manifolds, we characterize when a pair L+, L− of subsets of lam-
inations of the circle can be completed to a pair of transverse foliations of

the plane or, separately, realized as the endpoints of such a bifoliation of the

plane. (We allow also singular bifoliations with simple prongs, such as arise
in pseudo-Anosov flows). This program is carried out at a level of generality

applicable to bifoliations coming from pseudo-Anosov flows with and without

perfect fits, as well as many other examples, and is natural with respect to
group actions preserving these structures.

1. Introduction

The setting. A pseudo-Anosov flow on a 3-manifold on M gives rise to an action
of π1(M) on a topological plane equipped with two transverse, possibly singular,
foliations [Fen94]. Such a bifoliated plane can be compactified by adding a topo-
logical circle at infinity to which the action of the group extends in a natural way
[Bon24, Fen12].1

This paper is motivated by the broad problem: characterize which group actions
on S1 are induced by pseudo-Anosov flows on 3-manifolds. The problem has two
steps:
1. When does a group actions on S1 extend to an action on a bifoliated plane?
2. When is a group action on a bifoliated plane induced by a pseudo-Anosov flow?

In the case of actions coming from quasigeodesic flows on hyperbolic 3-manifolds,
this has already been done by S. Frankel in an, as yet, unpublished work [Fra]:
Frankel develops a method of “straightening the flowspace” of a quasigeodesic flow
to produce a bifoliated plane with an identical boundary circle, which he then shows
corresponds to a pseudo-Anosov flow. He also asks the more general version of the
question stated above. Another special case (that of pseudo-Anosov flows without
perfect fits) is treated by Baik, Jung, and Kim [BJK22]: they give conditions on
pairs of circle laminations invariant under the action of a group that allow one to
reconstruct a bifoliated plane without perfect fits, and then apply work of Frankel,
Schleimer and Segerman [FSS22] to produce a veering triangulation and associated
3-manifold supporting a flow. Our setting is much more general, allowing for perfect
fits, and hence is amenable to the study of Anosov flows as well as a broader class
of pseudo-Anosovs.

This paper treats Step 1 in a general sense; but one directly applicable to the
question of flows. For instance, as a consequence of Corollary F of the present work,
we show in [BBM24] that the induced action of π1(M) on the circle at infinity (up to
conjugacy) is a complete invariant of pseudo-Anosov flows up to orbit equivalence.

Bifoliations and prelaminations. The compactification of a bifoliated plane
gives rise to “endpoint” maps e± from the set of leaves of the foliations to the set

1see also [Mat82] for the case of one foliation or [Fra13] for cirles at infinity associated to even
more general decompositions of the plane.
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of pairs of distinct points on the circle.2 The images of the endpoint maps e± are
subsets of laminations of the circle in sense of [Cal07, Def 2.2]. However, they fail
to be genuine laminations because they are not closed. Instead, they are examples
of what we call prelaminations. If ai, bi are points in S1 we say the pairs {a1, a2}
and {b1, b2} cross if a1 and a2 lie in different connected components of S1∖{b1, b2}.
A prelamination L is simply a set of pairs of points of S1 such that no two elements
of L cross.

We will give a precise answer to the imprecise question: How much information
from a pair of prelaminations (L+, L−) on S1 is needed to reconstruct a bifoliated
plane? and when is this reconstruction unique? Our main result (Theorem C)
characterizes which prelaminations can be completed (uniquely) into a bifoliated
plane. We also characterize which prelaminations arise as the set of ends of leaves
of a pair of transverse, possibly singular, foliations (Theorem A). In order to state
these results precisely, we need to first introduce some terminology.

Definitions and main results. An element {a1, a2} of a prelamination L is called
a leaf, and the points a1 and a2 are its endpoints. When we do not need to emphasize
the endpoints, we will sometimes notate leaves by greek letters e.g., α rather than
pairs {a1, a2}.

Definition 1.1. Two prelaminations L+, L− are fully transverse (FT)3 if the fol-
lowing properties hold

(1) Transversality: L− ∩ L+ = ∅
(2) Density: the set {a ∈ S1 : ∃b with {a, b} ∈ L− ∪ L+} is dense.
(3) Connectedness: For any α, β ∈ L− ∪ L+, there exists a sequence α =

α1, . . . αk = β such that αi crosses αi+1 for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1.

One source of examples is from leaves and faces of certain (singular) foliations.

Definition 1.2. A pair of foliations F+,F− of a plane P is called a pA-bifoliation
if F+ and F− are transverse, have only isolated prong singularities, and each leaf
contains at most one singularity.

We restrict our study to this class, as it is already a very general class of bifoli-
ations, containing all bifoliated planes induced by pseudo-Anosov flows, as well as
many more examples.

A subset of a singular leaf l that bounds a connected component of P ∖ l is
called a face of l. As remarked above, a plane with a bifoliation has a natural
compactification to a closed disc by a circle boundary; we recall the idea of the
construction in Section 2.4. We denote this circle by S1

∞(F+,F−); or S1
∞ when the

bifoliation is unambiguous. Nonsingular leaves of F± and faces of singular leaves
define pairs of points, called their “endpoints” in S1

∞; these give examples of FT
prelaminations as follows:

Proposition 1.3. Let (F+,F−) be a pA-bifoliation and let L±
F be the set of pairs

{a, b} ∈ S1
∞ which arise as endpoints of a leaf or a face of F±. Then (L+, L−) is

a pair of FT prelaminations of S1
∞. The same holds if F± are replaced with any

proper subset whose union of leaves is dense in R2.

2This generalizes easily to the setting of foliations with isolated prong singularities, as described
below, using faces rather than leaves.

3Note that FT is much weaker than the notions of strongly transverse or quite full of Baik-
Junk-Kim. “Quite full” requires each complementary region to be either a finite-sided polygon
or countable-sided polygon with vertices accumulating on a single point, “strongly transverse”
requires no leaf of L+ to share an endpoint with a leaf of L−. Moreover, both require (closed)
laminations rather than prelaminations.
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The first assertion here is shown in Proposition 2.35, the second is an immediate
consequence of the technical Lemma 5.4. With this we make the following definition:

Definition 1.4. The pairs (L+
F , L

−
F ) arising as the endpoints of a nonsingular leaf

or face of a pA-bifoliation (F+,F−) as in Proposition 1.3 are called the prelami-
nations induced by (F+,F−).

Induced prelaminations satisfy some additional properties. These are most easily
described using geodesic realizations: The geodesic realization Geo(L) of a prelam-
ination L is the set of Euclidean straight lines γ in the unit disc D2 such that the
pair of endpoints of γ is an element of L in S1 = ∂D2. 4 For fully transverse lamina-
tions, we show in the Appendix that the geodesic realization is natural in the sense
that changing a pair of FT prelaminations by a homeomorphism of S1 changes the
geodesic realization by a homeomorphism of the disc (see Theorem A.1). Thus,
we can speak meaningfully of any properties of a pair of FT laminations invariant
under homeomorphism by using their geodesic realizations. Note that, in contrast
to the situation for a single prelamination, this naturality fails without the fully
transverse assumption (!) see Example 3.

Definition 1.5. A complementary region to L is the closure of a connected com-
ponent of D2 ∖ Geo(L). A complementary region is trivial if it is a single geodesic
line.

For convenience, we have defined complementary regions to be closed sets. This
property will be used in Section 3. The boundary ∂R of a complementary region R
consists of geodesic segments and (possibly degenerate) intervals of S1.

Definition 1.6. A geodesic boundary component of a complementary region is
called a geodesic side and a maximal nondegenerate component of ∂R∩S1 is called
an ideal side.

Two types of complementary regions will play a special role. See Figure 1 for an
illustration.

Definition 1.7. An ideal polygon is a complementary region with finitely many
sides, all of which are leaves. Two ideal polygons P+, P− of prelaminations L+, L−

(respectively) are called a coupled pair if their vertices are disjoint and any two
vertices of P+ are separated in S1 by vertices of P−, and vice versa.

Definition 1.8. A nontrivial complementary region C of L± is called one-root if
there exists a unique geodesic side s (the “root”) such that

• every leaf of L∓ which intersects C intersects s, and
• s is not a leaf of L±, but every other geodesic side of C is.

We are now able to properly state our first result, which characterizes the prelam-
inations that are induced from a pA-bifoliation.

Theorem A (Characterization of induced prelaminations). Let L+, L− be prelam-
inations. There exists a pA-bifoliation on R2 inducing the pair (L+, L−) if and
only if the following hold:

(i) (L+, L−) is fully transverse
(ii) For any a ∈ S1, the set {b : {a, b} ∈ L− ∪ L+} is countable

4One could of course equivalently use hyperbolic geodesics in the Poincaré disc model (and
we shall do that in figures) instead of Euclidean straight lines, but the affine structure given

by straight lines will be convenient to work with at times, particularly the result proved in the
Appendix.
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Figure 1. A one-root region and a coupled pair of ideal polygons

(iii) Each complementary region of L± is an ideal polygon or one-root region.
Ideal polygons come in coupled pairs, and no leaf lies in the boundary of
two ideal polygons.

Furthermore, the pA-bifoliation inducing (L+, L−) is unique up to homeomorphism
of D2 which is the identity on the circle S1.

A consequence of uniqueness is the following:

Corollary B. If G is a group acting on S1 preserving prelamination L+, L− sat-
isfying the hypotheses of Theorem A, then the action of G extends uniquely to D2

preserving the pA-bifoliation inducing (L+, L−).

In [Fra], Frankel also obtained a sufficient condition for the existence of a pA-
bifoliation associated to the “spidery decompositions” he introduced in [Fra18]. It is
however not always clear to us how one passes from our conditions on prelaminations
to Frankel’s conditions on his spidery decompositions. Moreover, in contrast to
the cases covered by Frankel’s or by Baik–Jung–Kim’s construction (under much
stronger hypotheses) of planes without perfect fits [BJK22], we do not use Moore’s
theorem on planar decompositions, but rather give a self-contained and elementary
proof that exploits the local transverse structure. We recently learned also of work
in progress of Baik, Wu and Zhao giving a Moore’s theorem approach to this as
well.

Remark 1.9. It is important in this work to really consider prelaminations instead
of laminations (i.e. closed prelaminations) as is more usually done. Indeed, a direct
application of Theorem A shows that few induced prelaminations are laminations,
as follows: Let (L+, L−) be a pair of FT laminations. Then (L+, L−) is induced by
a pA-bifoliation if and only if each complementary region of L± is an ideal polygon,
and for each a, the set {b : {a, b} ∈ L− ∪ L+} is countable.

The main result of this article gives a characterization of when a pair of prelam-
inations can be “completed” into a pA-bifoliation of the plane. By completed, we
mean that the prelaminations must be embedded as a dense subset of the bifoliation,
in the following sense:

Definition 1.10 (Prelaminations dense in a foliation). Let (F+,F−) be a pA-
bifoliation and (L+

F , L
−
F ) its induced pair of prelaminations of S1. A (sub)-prelamination

L± ⊂ L±
F is dense in F± if the set of leaves of F± whose ends lie in L± are dense

in the plane.

Note that density in the plane and density of pairs of endpoints on the circle are
not equivalent: a leaf of a foliation that is nonseparated from others on both sides
is isolated in the induced lamination.
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Definition 1.11 (Planar completion). A pA-bifoliation (F+,F−) is a planar com-
pletion of a pair of prelaminations (L+, L−) if the prelamination (L+

F , L
−
F ) induced

by (F+,F−) contains (L+, L−), and L+ and L− are dense in F+ and F−, respec-
tively.

The characterization of prelaminations admitting a planar completion uses com-
binatorial data called the linkage graphs. Given a complementary region C of
L+, the linkage graph Γ(C) encodes which sides of C (represented as vertices) are
crossed by a common leaf of L− (edges). See Section 3.1 for the formal definition.

These allow us also to easily express the conditions of Theorem A: if C is one root,
its linkage graph is a star 5, and if C is an ideal polygon with coupled pair then its
linkage graph is a cycle. More generally, the conditions required to complete a pair
of prelaminations are expressed in terms of how cycles appear in linkage graphs (the
simple cycle condition, see Definition 3.6) and the fact that vertices with “excessive”
valence are not leaves of the prelamination (no high valence leaves, see Definition
3.7).

Theorem C (Characterization of completable prelaminations). A pair of prelam-
inations (L+, L−) admits a planar completion (F+,F−) if and only if

(i) (L+, L−) is fully transverse,
(ii) (L+, L−) satisfies the simple cycle condition for linkage graphs,
(iii) (L+, L−) has no high valence leaves in the linkage graphs, and
(iv) there are no three L±-leaves crossing a same L∓-leaf and sharing a same

endpoint on S1.

Moreover, the planar completion is unique, up to foliation-preserving homeomor-
phisms that restrict to the identity on S1.

As in the case of Theorem A, we have the following.

Corollary D. If G is a group acting on S1 preserving prelamination L+, L− sat-
isfying the hypotheses of Theorem C, then the action of G extends uniquely to D2

preserving the planar completion.

Remark 1.12. As in Theorem A, existence of singular leaves in (F+,F−) is linked to
the existence of cycles. In particular, we have that the planar completion (F+,F−)
is non-singular if and only if the linkage graphs have no cycles, i.e., are all trees.

Theorem C takes a much simpler form in several cases of interest. For example,
a regular prelamination (see Definition 2.6) is one in which leaves have distinct end-
points and each leaf is accumulated on both sides; these arise naturally in examples
and are often convenient to work with. In this case we have:

Corollary E. Suppose that (L+, L−) is a pair of regular fully transverse prelami-
nations. There is a unique planar completion (F+,F−) of (L+, L−) into a nonsin-
gular bifoliated plane if and only if each simple, closed, polygon in D whose sides
are (finite) leaf segments of Geo(L+) ∪ Geo(L−) is a rectangle.

Equivalently, this occurs if and only if there are no cycles among linkage graphs.

Finally, we state the corollary of Theorem C that we use in [BBM24], which
should be of general interest:

Corollary F. Let (Pi,F+
i ,F

−
i ), i = 1, 2 be pA-bifoliations. Let L±

i be subsets of
F±

i and call L±
i the prelaminations induced by L±

i in ∂Pi := S1
∞(F+

i ,F
−
i ).

Let h : ∂P1 → ∂P2 be a homeomorphism; this induces an obvious map ĥ{x, y} =
{h(x), h(y)} on pairs of points in ∂P1. Suppose that:

5as is standard, a star is a connected graph with at most one vertex of valence strictly greater
than 1, equivalently, it is a complete bipartite graph K1,n for n ∈ N ∪ {∞}
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(i) The subsets L±
i ⊂ F±

i are dense in the plane, and

(ii) ĥ(L+
1 ∪ L−

1 ) = L+
2 ∪ L−

2 .

Then there exists a unique homeomorphism H : P1 → P2 such that H|∂P1
= h,

H(F+
1 ) = F±

2 , and H(F−
1 ) = F∓

2 .

Embedding versus completion. In Theorem C, we show that a planar comple-
tion is unique if it exists. In section 6, we treat the problem of embedding (rather
than completing) a pair of fully transverse prelaminations in bifoliated planes. We
give examples of fully transverse prelaminations that arise as subsets of distinct
(non-homeomorphic) pairs of pA-bifoliations, and give a necessary and sufficient
condition to have a unique embedding. See Theorem 6.7.

Further motivation and related work. There are many reasons beyond pseudo-
Anosov flows which motivate the study of group actions on bifoliated planes and
their associated circles. For instance, several authors have attempted to develop
a theory of group actions on S1 that admit an analog of a Markov partition (see,
e.g. [AAM+24]). We expect that such a notion would be more easily defined and
natural for the class of actions which extend to a bifoliated plane (see for instance
[Iak22]).

Within the context of flows and 3-manifolds, there are many examples of the
rich interaction of foliations, laminations, and other topolo-geometric structures.
We have already mentioned the work of [FSS22], who build a circle at infinity
and a bi-foliated plane called the link space equipped with an action of π1(M) out
of the data of a veering triangulation on a 3-manifold M ; and conversely, show
that the veering triangulation can be recovered from the dynamics of the action of
π1(M) on the link space. This is used also by [BJK22], who broaden the picture
by reconstructing link spaces out of certain circle laminations.

In addition to the unpublished preprint mentioned at the beginning of the intro-
duction, Frankel’s published work on quasigeodesic flows [Fra13, Fra18] constructs
a compactification of the orbit space of a quasigeodesic flow on a hyperbolic 3-
manifold by an ideal circle, and studies the dynamics of the induced action of
π1(M) (in particular, showing the existence of closed orbits of the flow).

In much earlier work, which inspired several of the threads followed above,
Thurston [Thu] and Calegari–Dunfield [CD03] showed that an atoroidal 3-manifold
M with either a taut foliation F or certain type of lamination has a universal circle
relating the boundaries of leaves of the induced foliation in the universal cover,
on which π1(M) acts by homeomorphisms. Calegari [Cal06] constructs a pair of
π1(M)-invariant laminations on this circle, and shows that (unless F is the weak-
stable folation of an Anosov flow) these laminations of S1 can be promoted to a
pair of laminations on M transverse to F .

In another direction, [GK97], Gabai and Kazez show that an essential lamination
of R2 can always be realized as a subset of a foliation of R2. More precisely,
they show that a lamination uniquely determines a one-dimensional object called
a cyclically ordered R order tree up to isomorphism, and that the lamination, and
a completion to a foliation, can be constructed out of the data given by this tree.
This is similar in spirit to our work here, but the setting is very different as they
deal with only a single lamination, and are concerned with leaf spaces rather than
ideal boundaries.

This is just a small sampling of related results, and far from exhaustive. Further
references and a detailed introduction can be found in Calegari’s book [Cal07], or
the recent survey in [BK20].

Outline. Section 2 gives the proof of Theorem A followed by Corollary B, this
can be read independently from the rest of the paper. In Section 3, we give the
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precise definitions needed for Theorem C and develop a general toolkit to code and
to understand how the combinatorics of a pair of transverse prelaminations changes
when leaves are added to one or both. Section 4 gives the proof of the existence
of a planar completion, proving half of Theorem C. The other half (necessity and
uniqueness) is proved in Section 5, along with Corollary F (see Corollary 5.10),
Corollary E (see Corollary 5.11) and Corollary B.

Section 6 gives examples to show that the question of embedding a prelamination
into a foliation is fundamentally different from that of completing, and gives a
necessary and sufficient condition for a completable prelamination to admit only
one embedding into a foliation (necessarily its completion).

Finally, the appendix contains the proof of naturality of the geodesic realization
of FT prelaminations (Theorem A.1) and a cautionary example to show may not
hold for general pairs of transverse prelaminations.
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2. Proof of Theorem A: Constructing the plane

Most of this section is devoted to proving the existence part of Theorem A. Let
L+, L− be prelaminations satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem A. We will use these
to build an abstract space P = P(L+, L−) and equip it with a natural topology. We
then show that this space is homeomorphic to the plane, has a natural bifoliation,
and that this bifoliation induces L+, L− on its circle at infinity. Finally, we prove
uniqueness in Proposition 2.34. Necessity of the conditions of Theorem A is shown
in section 2.6.

We start by making the following obvious observation: Item (iii) of Theorem
A implies that, if α+ ∈ L+ crosses two sides of a complementary region of L−,
then either exactly one of these sides are leaves of L−, or both sides are leaves
and the region is an ideal polygon. We will use this simple fact many times in our
construction.

By Theorem A.1, there is a natural correspondence between L± and Geo(L±)
for fully transverse laminations, so we often work with Geo(L±) instead of L± in
the construction of P.

2.1. The crossing space.

Notation. Let X = {(α+, α−) ∈ L+ × L− : α+ crosses α−}.

Define a relation on X by (α+, α−) ∼ (β+, β−) if for each ϵ ∈ {−,+}, either
αϵ = βϵ or αϵ and βϵ are two sides of the same ideal polygon. In particular, this
relation is trivial if there are no ideal polygons.

By identifying a pair (α+, α−) with the intersection point of the geodesic repre-
sentatives α+ and α− in D2, we can realize X as a subset of D2. We often make
this identification, so that (for example) when we write I ∩ X for some subset I in
D2, we mean all the points (α+, α−) such that α+ ∩ α− ∈ I.

Lemma 2.1. ∼ is an equivalence relation
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Proof. Symmetry and reflexivity are immediate. Transitivity follows from the as-
sumption that no ideal polygons share a leaf. □

One can also explicitly describe the types of equivalence classes of ∼, as follows

Lemma 2.2. Each equivalence class of ∼ is either

(1) A singleton (α+, α−) where no sides are boundaries of ideal polygons
(2) Two points. Up to reversing the roles of + and −, these points are of the

form (α+, α−), (α+, β−) where α+ is not a boundary of an ideal polygon
but α− and β− are boundaries of the same ideal polygon.

(3) Four points, consisting of the crossing leaves of sides of two uncoupled ideal
polygons

(4) The 2k pairs of crossing leaves of two coupled ideal polygons, for k > 2.

The proof follows easily from the definition, and is left to the reader. We note
in particular that any L±-leaf α meets a class of ∼ in at most 2 points.

Notation. We denote the quotient space X/ ∼ by P; and q : X → P the quotient
map.

Definition 2.3. A point p ∈ P is singular if it is the equivalence class consisting
of the 2k pairs of crossing leaves of two coupled ideal polygons, for k > 2, and
nonsingular otherwise.

Choosing an orientation of a leaf α induces a total order <α on the set of leaves
crossing α. We now define sets that will play the role of nonsingular leaves, or faces
of singular leaves in P, and then show that the order described above descends to
these sets.

Notation. For α ∈ L+, let P(α) := {q(α, α−) : (α, α−) ∈ X} ⊂ P. If α ∈ L−, we
similarly define P(α) := {q(α+, α) : (α+, α) ∈ X}.

Lemma 2.4. Fix an orientation on α ∈ L+. Let β, β′, γ, γ′ ∈ L− be four elements
that all cross α, and suppose (α, β) ∼ (α, β′) and (α, γ) ∼ (α, γ′) ̸∼ (α, β). If
β <α γ, then β

′ <α γ
′.

The analogous statement holds for α ∈ L−.

Proof. For concreteness, assume α ∈ L+. Let β, β′, γ, γ′ ∈ L− be as in the state-
ment of the lemma. If β = β′ and γ = γ′ there is nothing to prove. So suppose
β ̸= β′. Then β and β′ are sides of the same ideal polygon, and thus adjacent points
in the ordering along α. In the case β′ <α β, we have γ′ ≥α β >α β′, since γ′ is
also either equal to γ or an adjacent point in the ordering. Now consider the case
β′ >α β. Since (α, γ′) ̸∼ (α, β′), we know that β′ ̸= γ and β′ ̸= γ′. Since no two
ideal polygons share a side (in particular cannot share the side β′), we therefore
have that γ and γ′ are sides of a disjoint ideal polygon, hence β′ <α γ

′. □

Thus, <α induces an order on P(α). We show the following.

Lemma 2.5. There is a strictly increasing bijection from P(α), <α to the real line
R.

For the proof, we call a subset S of a totally ordered set (Z,<) a separating set
if for every s1 ̸= s2 ∈ S there exists s3 ∈ S with s1 < s3 < s2.

Proof of Lemme 2.5. Fix α. For concreteness we assume α lies in L+. Choose an
orientation on α and let < denote the order on P(α) induced by <α. We show first
that < has a countable separating set and no extremal elements. Having done this,
there is a unique (up to order-preserving homeomorphism) continuous map from
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this countable set to Q, and we show that it extends continuously to a surjection
to R.

Working in D2 with Geo(L±), consider the set of points I := {α ∩ β : β ∈
Geo(L−)}; this is a subset of the geodesic α; and <α is simply the natural order
on I.

If I has nonempty interior, let S1 be a countable dense subset of the interior of
I (and let S1 = ∅ otherwise). Each component of α∖ I is the intersection of α with
a complementary region of L−, which are either ideal polygons or one-root regions.
In the first case, both endpoints belong to I and in the second case exactly one
endpoint belongs to I. Let S2 denote the union of all endpoints of components of
α ∖ I that lie in I; this is obviously countable. Each point of S1 ∪ S2 corresponds
to a unique crossing pair (α, β) so we may identify it with a countable subset of X .
We will now show that q(S1 ∪ S2) is a separating set.

Given p1, p2 ∈ P(α) with p1 < p2, fix βi ∈ I such that q(α, βi) = pi. Since
p1 ̸= p2, the leaves βi are not the sides of a common ideal polygon. Thus, (working
again in the geodesic realization) there is some β that intersects α between β1
and β2. Since there are no adjacent ideal polygons we can find such a β which
satisfy q(α, β) /∈ {p1, p2}. If β lies in the interior of I, then we may without loss of
generality choose it so that α ∩ β ∈ S1. If not, we automatically have α ∩ β ∈ S2.
Thus, p1 < q(α, β) < p2 in P(α), as desired.

Finally we show that I has no maximum or minimum point. Assume for a
contradiction that β represented a maximal point (the minimum case is similar).
Then, by definition, up to replacing β with some β′ ∼ β that is the side of an ideal
polygon, the segment J of α in Geo(L±) consisting of points greater than β would
be contained in a complementary region to L− bounded by β. This complementary
region cannot be an ideal polygon because the coupled condition forces J to intersect
another side of the region. Similarly, it cannot be a one-root region because J would
need to cross also the non-leaf side, which is by definition accumulated by leaves of
L− crossing α, and so we would have another point of intersection.

Thus, there is an order-preserving bijection ϕ from (q(S1 ∪ S2), <) to Q. As
q(S1 ∪ S2) is separating for P(α), the bijection ϕ extends uniquely to an order
preserving injective map from P(α) to R. Abusing notation slightly we use ϕ to
denote this map with domain P(α). We now check that it is surjective onto R.

Lift ϕ to a map Φ defined on I ⊂ α such that ϕ ◦ q = Φ. Let Ĩ ⊂ α be the
smallest (open) interval containing I. The map Φ extends in a unique way as an

orientation-preserving, nondecreasing map Φ̃: Ĩ → R, constant on each comple-
mentary component of I in Ĩ. Thus, Φ̃ is continuous and surjective onto R.

Now, consider any t ∈ R and consider Φ̃−1(t). Let x ∈ Φ̃−1(t). If x ∈ I, then t
lies in the image of ϕ. If x /∈ I, then x lies in a complementary component C, and
Φ̃ is constant on the closure of C. By condition (iii) in Theorem A, at least one
endpoint, say y of C lies in I. Thus, ϕ(q(y)) = t proving that ϕ is surjective, which
is what we needed to show. □

2.2. The polygon topology. By Lemma 2.5, if we endow P(α) with the order
topology, it is homeomorphic to R. In this section we define a topology on P by
specifying a (sub)-basis of open sets. These are the regular rectangles and regular
prong polygons defined below. The situation is simpler when L± have no ideal
polygons, in which case one needs only to work with rectangles, and the bifoliated
plane will be nonsingular. A reader interested only in this setting can skip any
mention of regular prong polygons below.

Definition 2.6. A leaf β ∈ L± is regular if it is accumulated on both sides by
leaves of L±.
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By definition, any non-regular leaf is the boundary of a complementary region.
Thus, there are at most countably many non-regular leaves. As a consequence of
this, we have

Lemma 2.7. Suppose β1, β2, β3 are leaves crossing α, with β2 between β1 and β3.
Then there are uncountably many regular leaves crossing α between β1 and β3.

Proof. As observed above, the set of regular leaves is countable. Thus, the projec-
tion to P(α) of all regular leaves is a countable subset. Since there are no adjacent
ideal polygons, (α, β1) and (α, β3) project to distinct points in P(α). By Lemma
2.5, P(α) has the order type of R, and hence there are uncountably many regular
leaves crossing α between β1 and β3. □

Definition 2.8. A polygonal path in D2 is a simple curve c in D2 consisting of
finitely many leaf segments of Geo(L±). These segments are called the sides, and
they alternate between L+ and L−. The endpoints of the sides are the a vertices of
c.

Such a path is called regular if all its sides are segments of regular leaves.

Lemma 2.9. Let c be a closed polygonal path with more than 5 sides and bounding
a convex region P in D2. Then the interior of P contains the intersection of two
coupled ideal polygons.

Proof. Each leaf crossing P splits P into two convex polygons of which at least
one has more than 5 sides. We consider a maximal decreasing chain (i.e., a totally
ordered set with respect to inclusion) of regular convex polygons with more than 5
sides. The intersection is a convex polygon C with more than 5 sides, whose sides
are geodesic segment contained either in L±-leaves or accumulated by L±-leaves.

The interior of this polygon is disjoint from L− and L+ and thus it is the inter-
section of complementary components of L+ and L−. Neither can be a one-root
region, since the one root property would force C to have only four sides. Thus C
is the intersection of two coupled ideal polygons. □

Definition 2.10. A regular polygonal path in P is the projection to P of the union
of the sides of a regular polygonal path in D2.

Definition 2.11. Let c be a closed, regular polygonal path. One says that a point
p ∈ P lies in the interior of c if its class q−1(p) is contained in the interior of c (or
equivalently, contains a point in the interior of c).

We highlight two special kinds of polygonal paths.

Definition 2.12. A regular rectangle is a 4-sided, closed, regular polygonal path
(in either D2 or P). A regular prong polygon in D2 is a closed regular polygonal
path in D2 with 2k sides whose interior contains the intersection of two coupled
ideal k-gon polygons; its projection to P is called a regular prong polygon in P.

Lemma 2.13. If R is a regular prong polygon in D2, then there is a unique pair
of coupled ideal polygon complementary regions whose intersection is contained in
the interior of R.

Proof. This is an easy consequence of Poincaré-Hopf, but one can also argue directly
from the definition as follows: Containing the intersection of a pair of coupled k-
gons forces a polygonal path to have at least 2k sides, since each side of the path can
intersect at most one pair of leaves of one ideal polygon (necessarily adjacent with
a common endpoint). If the interior of such a path also contained a (necessarily
disjoint) intersection of ideal l-gons for some l, the path would need strictly more
than 2k sides. □
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Lemma 2.14. Every nonsingular point (see Definition 2.3) lies in the interior of
a regular rectangle in P.

Proof. Let x = q(α+, α−) be a nonsingular point in P.
Case 1: α± not an ideal polygon side. As a first case, suppose that α+ is not a
side of an ideal polygon. Since each non-regular leaf is adjacent to a complementary
region, there are at most countably many such leaves. Thus, by Lemma 2.5, we
can find two regular leaves α−

1 , α
−
2 with q(α+, α−

1 ) and q(α+, α−
2 ) on either sides of

x on P(α+).
Consider one side of α+. If α+ is accumulated by leaves on this side, Lemma

2.7 says that we can approximate α+ on this side by regular leaves, and find such
a regular leaf crossing both α−

1 and α−
2 . If not, α+ bounds a one-root region C on

this side. By definition, both α−
1 and α−

2 cross the unique side of C that is not in
L+, and so cross the regular L+-leaves accumulating on this side.

This shows that there are regular L+-leaves on both sides of α+ crossing both
α−
1 and α−

2 . This proves that x belongs to the interior of a rectangle. An analogous
proof works when α− is not the side of an ideal polygon, so it remains to consider
the following.
Case 2: ideal polygon sides. Say that γ1, γ2 are successive sides of an ideal
polygon if they share a vertex. Suppose

q−1(x) = {(α+, α−), (α+, β−), (β+, α−), (β+, β−)}
where α+, β+ are successive L+-sides of an ideal polygon P+ and α−, β− are suc-
cessive L−-sides of an ideal polygon P−.

By assumption, there are no adjacent ideal polygons, so one side of each of these
four leaves α±, β± (the side opposite P±) is either accumulated by regular leaves,
or bounds a one-root region whose root is accumulated by regular leaves.

As in the previous case, one can easily show that the regular L+-leaves accu-
mulating the leaves α+ and/or β+ or the corresponding root all cross the regular
L−-leaves accumulating the leaves α− and/or β− or the corresponding root of the
adjacent one-root region. This shows that x belongs to the interior of a rectan-
gle. □

Lemma 2.15. Every singular point in P lies in the interior of a regular prong
polygon in P.

Proof. Let x ∈ P be a singular point. So there exists (α+
i , α

−
i ) ∈ X , i = 1, . . . , p,

such that x = q(α+
i , α

−
i ), and (α+

i , α
−
i+1) ∈ X (with index considered modulo p).

Then as in the proof of Lemma 2.14, either α±
i is accumulated by regular L±-

leaves α±
i,n, or α±

i bounds a complementary component whose geodesic root α̃±
i is

accumulated by regular leaves α±
i,n.

Then, again as in the proof of Lemma 2.14, one checks that, for n large enough,
the regular L+-leaves α+

i,n cross the regular L−-leaves α−
i−1,n and α−

i,n, building a

convex regular polygon with 2p-sides around the (non regular) intersection of the
two ideal polygons whose corners define the class of x. □

Notation. For a regular rectangle R we denote by R̊ the set of points of P that
lie in the interior of R.

Lemma 2.16. For a regular rectangle R, there is a bijection ψ : R̊→ (0, 1)2, such
that for any α± ∈ L±

• If P(α+) ∩ R̊ ̸= ∅, then ψ maps P(α+) ∩ R̊ monotonically to a horizontal
segment (0, 1) × {r}.

• If P(α−) ∩ R̊ ̸= ∅, then ψ maps P(α−) ∩ R̊ monotonically to a vertical
segment {s} × (0, 1).
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Proof. Let α±
1 , α

±
2 denote the regular leaves defining R. Let I±i be the interior of

the side of R that lies on α±
i .

First, define a map (ψ−, ψ+) : R̊→ (X ∩ I−1 )× (X ∩ I−1 ) by sending (α+, α−) to
((α+ ∩ I−1 ), (α+ ∩ I−1 )). Note that this is a bijection.

From Lemma 2.2, it follows easily that two points x, y ∈ X ∩ R̊ satisfy x ∼ y if
and only if ψ−(x) ∼ ψ−(y) and ψ+(x) ∼ ψ+(y). Thus the map (ψ−, ψ+) descends

to a bijection ψ from the quotient R̊/ ∼ to I−/ ∼ ×I+/ ∼. By Lemma 2.5, I±/ ∼
are in strictly increasing bijection with an open interval of R. □

Similarly, we have a standard model for regular prong polygons.

Definition 2.17. A standard bifoliated k-prong polygon is a bifoliated region with
exactly one k-prong singularity, obtained by taking k copies Ri, i ∈ Z/kZ, of the
rectangle [0, 1)×(−1, 1) with the standard product foliation, and gluing the half-side
{0} × [0, 1) in Ri to the half-side {0} × (−1, 0] in Ri+1 isometrically.

Lemma 2.18. For a regular prong polygon R in P, there is a natural bijection
from the set of points that lie in the interior of R in P to a standard bifoliated
prong polygon, via a map sending segments of P(α), α ∈ L+ to vertical leaves (of
the form {t} × (−1, 1)) monotonically, and segments of P(β), for β ∈ L− to the
transverse foliation monotonically.

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.16, the only significant modification is
to use Observation 2.13, which implies that a regular prong polygon R contains
a unique singular point. Then, one shows just as in the previous lemma that if
x = q(α+

i , α
−
i ), i = 1, . . . , p is the singular point inside a standard prong polygon,

then each “half space” bounded by α+
i and the appropriate sides of the polygon is

in bijective correspondence with [0, 1) × (−1, 1) in a way that sends leaves of L±

to horizontal and vertical leaves, and the singular point is sent to the point (0, 0).
After identifying the sides that are equivalent in P, one obtains the standard model.
Further details are left to the reader.

With this, we define a topology on P.

Convention 2.19. We endow P with the topology generated by the subbase con-
sisting of interiors of regular rectangles and regular prong polygons.

Lemma 2.20. With this convention, the bijections defined in Lemmas 2.16 and
2.18 are homeomorphisms.

Proof. We treat the case for rectangles, the prong polygon case is obtained by
applying a similar argument to the standard prong model.

Let R be a regular rectangle and let ψ be the bijection to (0, 1)2 defined in Lemma

2.16. Then, by definition, ψ maps the interior of regular sub-rectangles of R̊ onto
open subrectangles of (0, 1)2. As a consequence of Lemma 2.7, the regular leaves of

L+ and of L− that cross R̊ project to dense subsets (for the order topology) under
ψ+ and ψ−. Thus, the set of open subrectangles of (0, 1)2 that arise as image of
regular sub-rectangles under ψ form a subbase for the topology of (0, 1)2, which
implies that ψ is a homeomorphism. □

Proposition 2.21. The intersection of two regular rectangles or prong polygons is
either empty, a regular rectangle, or in the case of two prong polygons that contain
the same singular point, then their intersection is again a regular prong polygon.

Thus, what we originally specified as a subbase for the topology is in fact a basis
for the topology.
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Proof. We give the proof first for the intersection of rectangles. Let Ri i = 1, 2 be
regular rectangles, bounded by leaves α±

i , β
±
i . Let x ∈ R1∩R2. Consider the leaves

γ±(x) of L± through x. We have that α±
i ∩γ∓(x) ̸= ∅, and these are ordered along

γ∓. Then R1 ∩ R2 is the rectangle bounded on two sides by two middle leaves of
{α+

i , β
+
i } (according to the order along γ−(x)), and on the other two sides by the

middle leaves of {α−
i , β

−
i }.

The proof for intersections of prong polygons with rectangles is essentially the
same; except in the case where the prong polygons contain a common singular
point. In this case, one simply considers instead the induced orders along the rays
from the singular point. □

Proposition 2.22. P is Hausdorff.

Proof. We need to show that any two points p ̸= p′ ∈ P can be put in disjoint
open sets. Consider regular rectangles R,R′ (or regular prong polygons if p or p′

is singular) containing each in their interior. Since there are only countably many
non-regular leaves, the regular leaves have dense image and so, up to shrinking R
and/or R′ slightly, we may assume that leaves carrying their boundary do not pass
through p or p′. We consider several cases.

First, if R and R′ are disjoint, we are done.
Secondly, if p and p′ belong to a same rectangle or prong polygon, one may

assume then R = R′. Then we can find smaller regular sub-polygons containing
each using the fact that regular leaves are dense in each of the product foliations
of R, see Lemma 2.16.

As a final case, suppose p′ /∈ R and p /∈ R′ but the interior R̊ and R̊′ have
nontrivial intersection. Since p ̸= p′, R and R′ are not prong polygons associated
to the same singular point, it follows from Proposition 2.21 that R̊ ∩ R̊′ is the
interior of a rectangle, whose side are segments of sides of R and R′.

Cut R along the (regular) geodesic carrying the sides of R̊ ∩ R̊′ to obtain new

polygonal regions. Since the geodesic sides of R̊∩R̊′ do not contain p or p′, so these
points belong to the interiors of these new regions (and they lie in distinct regions).
The region containing p has no more sides than R does, so is either a rectangle or a
regular prong polygon, depending on whether p is singular or not. Either way, this
component and R′ are disjoint open sets containing p and p′, respectively, which is
what we needed to show. □

2.3. P is a bifoliated plane. In the previous section, we showed that P is a
Hausdorff surface. Moreover, we showed it admits an atlas of bifoliated charts,
defining a pair of transverse singular foliations. Denote these foliations by F+,F−.
The curves P(α±) for α± regular leaves of L± are leaves of these foliations. We
call these regular leaves of F±, and they form a dense subset of P. We choose the
signs +,− such that regular leaves of F± are the images of regular leaves of L±.
The connectedness property of fully transverse prelaminations (see Definition 1.1)
means that P is connected and this global choice is well defined.

In this section, we will show that P is simply connected and that (F+,F−) is
a pA-bifoliation. The proof of simple connectedness is somewhat technical, so we
break it into several lemmas.

Lemma 2.23. Any loop γ in P is homotopic to a loop formed by a finite union of
segments of regular leaves.

Proof. Let γ be a loop in P. By Lemmas 2.14 and 2.15, the image of γ in P
can be covered by finitely many regular polygons. By Lemmas 2.16 and 2.18,
these are homeomorphic to standard models, and so we can perform an isotopy of
γ, inductively in each rectangle (relative to boundary), to produce a loop whose
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image consists of a finite union of horizontal and vertical segments. Since regular
leaves are dense (Lemma 2.7), we can further perturb this loop so that it only lies
on regular leaves. □

Definition 2.24 (Lifts). Consider a segment of a regular F±-leaf bounded by two
regular points, p, p′. By definition q−1(p) and q−1(p′) are each a singleton, respec-
tively x and x′, and are on the same regular L±-leaf. We call the geodesic segment
[x, x′] the lift of [p, p′].

If ρ is a path consisting of a union of such geodesic segments, we call the union
of their lifts the lift of ρ.

Note that each point of X in the L±-segment [x, x′] is either a singleton for the
equivalence relation ∼, or its class is two points, which are adjacent along [x, x′].
Thus, q induces a monotone bijection from the classes contained in [x, x′] onto the
segment [p, p′].

Borrowing terminology from X , we call a simple loop formed by a finite union
of segments of regular leaves a regular polygonal path in P, and the segments the
sides of the path.

Lemma 2.25. Suppose that ρ is a noncontractible polygonal path that has a mini-
mum number of sides (where the minimum is taken over all noncontractible polyg-
onal paths in P). Then the lift of ρ to D2 bounds a convex disc.

Proof. Let ρ̂ be the lift of ρ to D2 and ∆ the disc bounded by ρ̂. Assume for a
contradiction that ρ̂ is not convex. Thus there is a closed segment J of a geodesic
such that J contains a side I of ρ̂, one endpoint of J is an endpoint of I, the other
endpoint of J is also on ρ̂, and J̊ ∖ I is contained in the interior of the disc ∆.

We cut ρ̂ along J . We get two components. The boundary of each component is
a regular polygon with strictly fewer sides than ρ̂. They induce on P two regular
polygonal paths, whose concatenation is ρ. Thus one of them is not homotopic to
a point, but has strictly fewer sides than ρ, which contradicts the minimality. □

With these tools we can now finish the proof of simple connectedness.

Proposition 2.26. P is simply connected.

Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that P is not simply connected. By Lemma
2.23, there exists a regular noncontractible loop. Choose such a loop ρ, as in
Lemma 2.25, that has a minimum number of sides. Then its lift ρ̂ to D2 bounds
a disc ∆. Denote by I1, . . . I2n the sides of ρ̂ ordered cyclically, so that I2i−1 is on
(the geodesic realization of) a L+ leaf. If n = 2, then ρ is a rectangle, which is
contractible by definition. Thus, we assume n > 2.

Consider all the L− leaves intersecting I1. Since ρ̂ bounds a topological disc ∆
in D2, each such leaf must intersect another side of ρ̂. Assume first that there exists
a regular leaf β− that intersects both I1 and I2i−1 with 2 < i < n. Then we can
cut ρ into two distinct regular polygonal paths using β−. These paths will have
respectively 2i and 2n − 2i + 4 sides. In particular, both paths have strictly less
than 2n sides and at least one of them must be non-contractible when projected to
P. This contradicts the fact that ρ has the minimal number of sides amongst non
contractible curves.

Therefore, all regular leaves of L− intersecting I1 must intersect either I3 or
I2n−1. Since regular leaves are dense in P, this shows that all leaves intersecting I1
and some other side lk must intersect either I3 or I2n−1

The above argument is independent of the choice of starting side I1. Thus we
deduce that any leaf of L± intersecting a side Ij must intersect either Ij+2 or Ij−2.
This implies that every (regular or not) convex polygon contained in ∆ is either a
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rectangle or has the same number of sides as ∆. By Lemma 2.9, ∆ contains the
intersection of a coupled pair of ideal polygons. As stated above, this intersection
of coupled pairs is a polygon with 2n sides. Thus the polygon bounded by ρ in P
is homeomorphic to a standard prong polygon. This contradicts the fact the ρ is
assumed to be noncontractible, which ends the proof. □

To show (P,F+,F−) is a pA-bifoliation, it remains only to prove the following.

Proposition 2.27. Each leaf of (P,F+,F−) has at most one singularity.

Proof. Let x be a singular point in P. Then q−1(x) consists of the 2k pairs of
crossing leaves of two coupled ideal polygons. Denote these ideal polygons by P+

and P−, and label the sides of P+ by α1, . . . αk in cyclic order.
Let r be any half-leaf of F+(x), i.e., an infinite ray based at x. Then q−1(r)

contains infinite rays of αi and αi+1 for some i (indices taken cyclically). Since
there are no adjacent ideal polygons, q−1(r) does not contain points on any other
leaves of L+. In particular, no other point on r is singular. The same argument
works for F−(x). □

2.4. Circle at infinity. Finally, in this section we show that there is a homeomor-
phism h : S1 → S1

∞(F+,F−) mapping each leaf of L± to the pair of endpoints of a
leaf or face of F±; and so that for any regular leaf α = {a1, a2}, the images h(ai)
are the endpoints of q(α). We refer the reader to [Bon24] for the formal definition of
S1
∞(F+,F−); the idea of the construction is to take the set of endpoints of rays of

leaves as a cyclically ordered set, pass to a quotient by identifying any two rays with
only a finite number in between them, and then “complete” the resulting circularly
ordered set to a circle in a manner analogous to taking Dedekind cuts.

Definition 2.28. A ray of L+ ∪ L− is a connected subset of l ∖ {x} where l is a

leaf of Geo(L+ ∪ L−) and x ∈ D̊2 is a point in l. Two rays define the same germ
of ray if they coincide outside of a compact set.

In order to avoid an heavy terminology, we generally say “ray” instead of “germs
of ray” when this abuse of terminology does not create confusion.

There is a natural circular order on rays in R2 ∼= D2 ∖ S1, defined as follows.

Definition 2.29. Given three disjoint rays r1, r2, r3, consider a simple closed curve
γ crossing each ri in exactly one point, and orient γ as the boundary of its compact
complementary component. We say the triple r1, r2, r3 has positive orientation if
the points r1 ∩ γ, r2 ∩ γ and r3 ∩ γ are in positive (counterclockwise) cyclic order
along γ. This is independent of the choice of γ. We write [r1, r2] for the set of rays
between r1 and r2 in the positive sense in this order.

Note that the map associating its endpoint to each ray is a monotone map from
the set of rays to S1.

We first prove the following characterization of rays sharing an endpoint.

Lemma 2.30. Two rays r1, r2 of L+ ∪ L− share the same endpoint if and only if
either [r1, r2] or [r2, r1] is countable.

Proof of Lemma 2.30. If r1, r2 have the same endpoint on S1 then all rays between
them (in one direction) share that endpoint, and by assumption (ii) from Theorem
A this set is countable.

Conversely, suppose that r1, r2 do not share an endpoint. We will show [r1, r2]
is uncountable, the other case being symmetric. Let I be the interval of S1 corre-
sponding to [r1, r2]. Consider a simple polygonal path γ joining r1 to r2 and whose
interior is disjoint from r1 ∪ r2.
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By the density assumption of fully transverse prelaminations, there are infinitely
many leaves of L+ or L− having an endpoint in the interior of I. Each of these
leaves either crosses γ or has both its endpoints in I.

If some L∓ leaf has both endpoints in I then every L±-leaf crossing this leaf has
an endpoint in I. So uncountably many regular leaves of L± have one endpoint in I.
Since distinct regular leaves have distinct endpoints, one deduces that uncountably
many rays of regular L±-leaves have an endpoint in the interior of I and hence
belong to [r1, r2], finishing the proof in this case.

Otherwise, no leaf has both endpoints in I, so there is some leaf segment γi of γ
which is crossed by infinitely many L±-leaves that have endpoint in I. By Lemma
2.7, there are uncountably many regular L±-leaves crossing γi between two of these
leaves. These regular leaves each have an endpoint in I, so define distinct rays in
[r1, r2], showing this set is uncountable. □

The same characterization as above also holds for the circle at infinity of (F+,F−):

Proposition 2.31 (See [Bon24] Theorem 2). Two rays r1, r2 of leaves or faces of
leaves of F+ ∪ F− have the same endpoint on S1

F± if and only if one of the two
intervals (r1, r2) or (r2, r1) (for the cyclic order on the rays of leaves) is countable.

We will now build a natural map from the rays of L+∪L− to those of F+∪F−:
Let R(L) and R(F) be the sets of (germs of) rays in L+ ∪ L− and F+ ∪ F−

respectively.
Given a ray r inside a leaf α of L±, we let P(r) be the corresponding subset of

P(α). Then P(r) is a ray of F± contained in P(α). Moreover, if two rays r, r′ of
L± define the same germ of ray, then P(r) and P(r′) define the same germ of ray
of F±. This gives a natural map

P : R(L) → R(F)

If α ∈ L± is not a side of an ideal polygon, then P(α) is a non-singular leaf of
F± and q−1(P(α)) = α ∩ X . If α is the sides of an ideal polygon, then P(α) is a
face of a singular leaf of F± and q−1(P(α)) consists of α ∩X together with all the
points of X in the equivalence class of the prong of P(α), as well as the two rays
contained in that same ideal polygon, sharing an endpoint with α, and starting at
the corresponding preimage of the singularity.

To avoid this problem, it is thus natural to restrict the map P to rays not
contained in ideal polygon. Let Rns(L) ⊂ R(F) be the subset of rays not contained
in an ideal polygon of L+ ∪ L−, and Rns(F) ⊂ R(F) the subset of rays contained
in non-singular leaves of F+ ∪ F−. By the paragraph above,

Pns : Rns(L) → Rns(F)

is a bijection.
Recall that the set Rns(L) is endowed with a natural complete cyclic order.

Similarly, the set Rns(F) is also endowed with a natural cyclic order, up to a choice
of an orientation of the bifoliated plane P. We can therefore consider whether
or not the map Pns is monotone, as monotonicity is independent of the choice of
orientation.

The main step for building the homeomorphisms h : S1 → S1
∞(F+,F−) is the

following.

Proposition 2.32. The bijection Pns : Rns(L) → Rns(F) is strictly monotone.
The map P : R(L) → R(F) is (posibly non strictly) monotone.

Proof. Let r1, . . . , rk, k > 2, be k nonsingular rays in Rns(L) and let si = Pns(ri),
i = 1, . . . , k, be the corresponding non-singular rays in P.
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Recall from Definition 2.29 that the cyclic order on rays is defined by intersections
with simple closed curves. Thus, we may find a curve γ intersecting each ray si
exactly once at a point yi, and thus specifying the cyclic order. Given any such
curve, we may cover it with a finite number of rectangles and prong polygons and
deform it slightly to be a simple, polygonal path with regular leaves as sides. Thus,
there is a well defined lift γ̃ to D2. The rays ri are disjoint outside of the disc
bounded by γ̃ and they cross γ̃ in exactly one point, since the preimages q−1(yi)
are singletons xi on γ̃. Thus the xi are cyclically ordered on γ̃ as the ri.

The projection q : γ̃∩X → γ preserves (or reverses) the cyclic order between the
segment constituting γ̃ and γ, is strictly monotone on the corners of the regular
polygonal path, and is monotonous on each side. Thus the map q is strictly mono-
tone from {xi} to {yi}. Therefore, the map ri 7→ si = Pns(ri) is strictly monotone
for the cyclic orders.

As this holds for any finite set of ray, one gets that the map Pns is strictly
monotone, ending the first part of Proposition 2.32.

Now, suppose that r1, . . . , rk, k > 2, are rays in R(L) and si = P(ri), i =
1, . . . , k, are the corresponding (possibly singular) rays. We can apply the same
argument as above, getting again a regular polygonal path that intersects each si
at yi with the correct cyclic order, whose lift γ̃ intersects each ri in xi. Now, the
preimages q−1(yi), which are equivalence classes for ∼, contain xi but may also
contain other xj . However, if xj ∈ q−1(yi) then yi = yj and si = sj .

Since the map q is strictly monotone on the classes contained in each side, we
deduce that the map xi 7→ yi is constant if yi = yj , and strictly monotone on
distinct classes for ∼. Therefore, the map ri 7→ si = P(ri) is monotone, which is
what we needed to show. □

We are now ready to build the claimed homoemorphism between circles. Let
E(L) ⊂ S1 be the set of endpoints of rays of L+ ∪ L−, and E(F) ⊂ S1

∞(F−,F+)
the set of the endpoints of rays in F− ∪ F+.

Proposition 2.33. The map E(L) → E(F) that sends the end a ∈ E of a ray ra
of L+ ∪L− to the end of the ray P(ra) in S1

∞(F+,F−) is well-defined and extends
to a homeomorphism h : S1 → S1

∞(F+,F−).

Proof. Since the foliations are fixed, we use the notation S1
∞ for S1

∞(F+,F−) in
the proof. Let Ens(L) ⊂ E be the set of endpoints of rays in L−∪L+ which are not
on ideal polygons, and Ens(F) the set of the endpoints of rays on nonsingular leaves
in F− ∪ F+. Call eL : R(L) → E(L) and eF : R(F) → E(F) then endpoint map
which associate to a ray in L+∪L− (resp. F+∪F−) its endpoint in S1 (resp. S1

∞).
By Lemma 2.30 and Observation 2.31, two rays r1, r2 ∈ Rns(L) have the same

endpoint on S1 if and only if the rays Pns(r1),Pns(r2) have the same endpoint
on S1

∞. Therefore, the map Pns : Rns(L) → Rns(F) descends to a bijective map
hns = eF ◦ Pns ◦ e−1

L : Ens(L) → Ens(F).
By definition of the cyclic order, the maps eL and eF are both monotone, and

Pns : Rns(L) → Rns(F) is a strictly monotone bijection by Proposition 2.32. There-
fore, hns is a monotone bijection. Since Ens(L) and Ens(F) are dense in S1 and
S1
∞ respectively, hns extends continuously to a homeomorphism h : S1 → S1

∞. By
definition, if eL(ra) = a ∈ Ens(L), then h(a) = eF (P(ra)). To finish the proof, we
just need to show that this equality still holds when if eL(ra) = a ∈ E(L)∖Ens(L).

If r is a ray for L+ ∪L−, it is accumulated on both sides, for the cyclic order, by
rays rn which are not contained in ideal polygons. As P : R(L) → R(F) is monot-
onous and bijective from Rns(L) to Rns(F) one deduces that P(r) is accumulated
on both sides by the P(rn). Using again the monotonicity of eL and eF , we deduce
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that eL(r) = limn→∞ eL(rn) and eF (P(r)) = limn→∞ eF (P(rn)). So continuity of
h allows us to conclude. □

2.5. Uniqueness. It remains to prove the uniqueness of the bifoliated plane ob-
tained in the construction above. This is an immediate consequence of the follow-
ing, which says that the induced lamination on the boundary circle determines a
pA-bifoliation .

The statement also gives the proof of Corollary B from the introduction, which
said that the construction of the bifoliated plane was natural with respect to group
actions preserving the laminations.

Proposition 2.34. Suppose that (F+
1 ,F

−
1 ) and (F+

2 ,F
−
2 ) are pA-bifoliations on

the open disc, and there exists a homeomorphism h : S1
∞(F+

1 ,F
−
1 ) → S1

∞(F+
2 ,F

−
2 )

taking leaves of the induced lamination of F±
1 to leaves of the induced lamination

of F±
2 . Then there is a unique homeomorphism H : D2 → D2 taking leaves of F±

1

to leaves of F±
2 and restricting to h on the boundary.

Furthermore, if hi : S1
∞(F+

i ,F
−
i ) → S1

∞(F+
i+1,F

−
i+1), i = 1, 2 are two such maps,

with induced homeomorphisms Hi : D2 → D2, then the map induced by h2 ◦ h1 is
H2 ◦H1.

Proof. Each point x in the open disc can be written uniquely as an intersection
α+ ∩ α− where α± is a leaf of F±

1 . Let {a±1 , a
±
2 } denote the endpoints of α± in

S1
∞(F−

1 ,F
+
1 ). This set has two elements, except when α± is a singular leaf, where it

has k elements for some k > 2. By assumption, {h(a+i )} and {h(a−i )} are endpoints
of leaves of F+

2 and F−
2 , respectively, and since h is a homeomorphism these leaves

cross. Define H(x) to be the unique intersection point of these crossing leaves.
This gives an injective map (which is surjective by considering the obvious inverse)
mapping each leaf of F±

1 to a leaf of F±
2 whose endpoints are the images by h of

the endpoints of the initial leaf. We need only show that H is continuous and that
its union with h on the boundary circle is continuous as well.

The order on the set of leaves crossing a given F±-leaf can easily be read from
the endpoints. This implies that H is a monotone bijection on each F±

1 leaf to its
image, and thus the restriction of H to each leaf is a homeomorphism.

If x is nonsingular, then it has a foliated rectangle neighborhood, bounded by
four leaves; the interior of this will map to a foliated rectangle neighborhood under
H. By the discussion above, H maps horizontal (resp. vertical) segments of this
rectangle homeomorphically on horizontal (resp. vertical) segments of the image
rectangle. Thus H is continuous at x.

Similarly, if x is singular, it has a neighborhood homeomorphic (in a foliation-
preserving way) to the standard bifoliated k-prong polygon, which will be mapped
by H to a corresponding neighborhood of H(x). This shows that H is a homeo-
morphism on the open disc.

Finally, we check continuity at the points of the circle. A neighborhood basis
of a point t ∈ S1

∞(F−
1 ,F

+
1 ) is obtained by considering proper embeddings γn of

R in the disc obtained by concatenation of a ray of regular leaf of F−
1 ∪ F+

1 with
endpoint an, a ray of regular leaf of F−

1 ∪ F+
1 with endpoint bn and a segment σn

joining this two rays, so that the sequences an and bn converge to t on both sides
and in a monotone way. We choose the segment σn so that the half compact discs
containing t, and bounded in D̊2 by γn, are decreasing for the inclusion, and their
intersection is t.

The image by H of such a sequence is a similar sequence for F−
2 ,F

+
2 , proving

the continuity of H at t. Thus H is a homeomorphism extending h. Uniqueness
is immediate from the construction, as is the fact that this construction respects
composition. □
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2.6. Converse. Having proved the hard direction, we now prove the easy direction
of Theorem A. This is the following statement.

Proposition 2.35. Suppose that (L+, L−) is the pair of prelaminations induced by
a pA-bifoliation (F+,F−). Then

(i) L+, L− are fully transverse
(ii) For any a ∈ S1, the set {b : {a, b} ∈ L− ∪ L+} is countable
(iii) Each complementary region of L± is an ideal polygon or one-root region.

Ideal polygons come in coupled pairs, and no leaf lies in the boundary of
two ideal polygons.

Proof. We check each property; the first two are easy.

Fully transverse property (i) and countably many leaves with shared
endpoints (ii). Transversality is immediate, and density follows from the defini-
tion of S1

∞(F+,F−). Connectedness follows from the connectedness of the plane
and the fact that any path between leaves of F+∪F− can be deformed to one that
follows alternating segments of F+ and F−.

The fact that sets of the form {b : {a, b} ∈ L−∪L+} are countable is an immediate
consequence of Proposition 2.31.

Properties of complementary regions (iii). We now prove the desired prop-
erties hold for complementary regions to L+; the same proof works for L−.

Let C be a complementary region of L+. If C is an ideal polygon, then the sides
of C define a singular leaf l of F+. There is a coupled ideal polygon given by the
faces in F− of the prong singularity in l. Since there are no saddle connections in
the bifoliated plane F+,F−, there are no adjacent ideal polygons to C.

Consider now a complementary region C of L+ which is not an ideal polygon.
We need to show C is a one-root region. Denote by αk, k = 1, 2, ..., the (finitely
or countably many) geodesic sides of C. For each k, take αk

n a monotone sequence
of leaves of L+ converging to α from the side opposite C. If αk ∈ L+, we take
αk
n = αk for all n. Let lkn = P(αk

n) be the corresponding non-singular leaf or face
of singular leaf in F+.

For each n, let Cn be the convex hull in D2 of the geodesics αk
n; k = 1, 2, . . ..

There is a unique connected component of D2 ∖ (∪kl
k
n) whose boundary contains

∪kl
k
n, we let Kn denote this connected component. Note that a leaf α of L+ lies in

the interior of Cn iff P(α) lies in Kn. We have that Cn+1 ⊂ Cn and Kn+1 ⊂ Kn.
Moreover, the interior of each Kn is saturated by leaves of F+.

By definition, C = ∩nCn. Let K = ∩nKn. Since the Kn is a decreasing sequence
of compact simply connected regions saturated by F+ in D2, the set K is connected,
simply connected, and F+-saturated. Hence, ∂K ∩ D̊2 consists of a union of leaves
or faces of leaves of F+.

Moreover, K has empty interior: Otherwise, there would be a leaf l+ that (by
density) we can choose to be non-singular, in the interior of K, whose corresponding
leaf α of L+ would have to be in the interior of C, which is impossible. We conclude
K ∩ D̊2 is a connected union of leaves or faces of leaves of F+ with empty interior.

Claim 2.36. There exists at least one k0 ∈ J such that αk0 is not a leaf of L+.

Proof. If all the geodesic sides of C are leaves of L+, then by our construction,
αk = αk

n and thus lk = lkn, for all n, and the union of the leaves lk bounds K. We
just showed K has empty interior. Thus, K must be a singular leaf whose faces are
the lk. We conclude C is an ideal polygon, which contradicts our assumption. □

Up to renaming the sides of C, we now assume that α0 is not a leaf of L+. We
next want to show the other sides are leaves.
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Claim 2.37. Every leaf or face in K corresponds to a geodesic side αk of C such
that αk ∈ L+.

Proof. Let l be a leaf or face of F+ in K. Let α be the leaf of L+ such that
P(α) = l. Then α must be a side of C, since otherwise, for large enough n, α is
not contained in Cn, so l would not be in Kn, a contradiction. □

Claim 2.38. Every point in K is accumulated upon by the sequence l0n. More
precisely, every leaf l of F+ in K is in the limit of l0n, and so is every point in
K ∩ S1.

Proof. We start by proving that every leaf in K is accumulated by l0n. Suppose that
a leaf l of F+ is in K but is not in the limit of l0n. Then there exists a leaf or face
f ∈ lim l0n such that f separates l from the l0n. By Claim 2.37, l and f corresponds
to geodesic sides αk0 and αk1 , respectively, of C, and the fact that f separates l
from the l0n implies that αk1 separates αk0 from α0. We conclude l is not in K.

Now we prove the second statement. If x ∈ K ∩ S1, either x is an endpoint
of a leaf l in K, so the first part of the proof yields the result, or x is contained
in an open interval of K ∩ S1. This open interval corresponds to an ideal side I
of C (since Kn ∩ S1 = Cn ∩ S1). So as in the first part of the proof, if x is not
accumulated by l0n, then there would be a side of C that separates I from α0, which
once again is impossible. □

Using this we can show:

Claim 2.39. α0 is the unique geodesic side of C that is not a leaf of L+.

Proof. If α0 is the unique geodesic side of C, then, for any fixed l intersecting C,
the set of leaves meeting l is bounded on one side by α0, but is homeomorphic as
an ordered set to R, so cannot include α0, which is what we needed to show. So
we assume that C has at least two geodesic sides, and hence must have at least a
third side possibly an ideal one. Let α1 be another side and l1n the corresponding
sequence of leaves of F+. By Claim 2.38, if α1 is not in L+, then both l0n and l1n
must accumulate onto the whole of K, which can happen only if K reduces to one
leaf of L+ or one ideal segment. But this is not the case by our assumption. □

Thus, we have proven that there exists a unique geodesic side α0 of C that is
not a leaf of L+, and Claim 2.38 directly imply that every leaf of L− that crosses C
must intersect l0n for n large enough, hence must intersect α0. That is, we proved
that C is a one-root region. □

3. A toolkit for completing prelaminations to bifoliations

Theorem A described the behavior of complementary regions of induced prelam-
inations. In order to complete sparser prelaminations to pA-bifoliations, we need
an efficient way to encode the configurations of complementary regions, so we can
describe how these change when one adds or removes leaves. This data is captured
by the linkage graphs.

We treat this in full generality, but the situation is simpler in certain cases (see
Remark 3.8) such as nonsingular bifoliations. The reader may wish to follow the
advice of Remark 3.8 on a first pass.

3.1. Linkage graphs and their basic properties. Recall from Definition 1.6
that the boundary ∂C of a complementary region C consists of geodesic sides con-
tained in the interior of the disc and possibly ideal sides on the circle. We further
subdivide ideal sides of C as follows.
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Definition 3.1. Let (L+, L−) be a pair of FT prelaminations, and C± a nontrivial
complementary region of L±. An an ideal segment of C is a a compact segment
I ⊂ S1 with non-empty interior I̊ such that:

• There exists a single geodesic side α of C such that the endpoints of L∓-
leaves crossing α are dense in I̊, and

• I is maximal for the property above.

Remark 3.2. One easily checks that if I is an ideal segment, then every L∓-leaf
having an endpoint in I̊ crosses the same geodesic side α of C. As a consequence,
distinct ideal segments always have disjoint interiors.

See Figure 2 for an illustration.

Definition 3.3 (Linkage graph). Let (L+, L−) be a pair of FT prelaminations,
and C± a complementary region of L±. The linkage graph Γ(C±;L∓) is defined as
follows:

• The vertices are:
(i) Geodesic sides of C±, which we call geodesic vertices and
(ii) The ideal segments of C± (see Definition 3.1), which we call the ideal

vertices.
• Edges: Two distinct vertices (geodesic or ideal) are joined by an edge if
there exists a leaf α of L∓ intersecting both.

Intersecting a geodesic vertex means the leaf crosses the geodesic, and intersecting
an ideal vertex means an endpoint of the leaf on S1 lies in the interior of the
corresponding ideal segment. Any L∓-leaf α with this property is said to define the
edge e.

Figure 2. A complementary region (in blue) and its linkage
graph. Note the ideal side divided into three ideal segments giving
three vertices. See figures 3 or 4 for examples with a cycle.

Remark 3.4. If C is a trivial complementary region, then its linkage graph consists of
a single vertex and no edges. We will mostly ignore trivial complementary regions.

Note that the linkage graph depends both on the complementary region C± of
L±, and on its position relative to L∓. When the prelamination L∓ is clear from
context, we will just write Γ(C±) for the linkage graph with respect to L∓.

We often think of Γ(C) as a labelled graph, with vertices labelled by the geodesic
sides or ideal segments defining them. That is, we make the following convention:

Convention 3.5. Going forward, we always identify a vertex of a linkage graph
with its corresponding geodesic side, or ideal segment. Thus, when we say “let s
be a vertex of Γ(C±;L∓)” we mean that s is a geodesic side or an ideal segment of
C±.
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Later, we will also keep track of the cyclic order on vertices induced by the order
on ∂C.

Definition 3.6 (Simple cycle condition). A linkage graph Γ(C±;L∓) satisfies the
simple cycle condition if each edge e is contained in at most one cycle.6

A pair of FT prelaminations (L+, L−) satisfies the simple cycle condition if the
linkage graph of every complementary region does.

Definition 3.7 (High valence). A high-valence side of C± is a side s satisfying at
least one of the following conditions:

(i) s has valence ≥ 3 on a cycle of Γ(C±;L∓),
(ii) s has valence ≥ 2 and is not on any cycle of Γ(C±;L∓),
(iii) Γ(C±;L∓) has only two vertices (one being s); in that case we say that

Γ(C±;L∓) is degenerate.
(iv) s is the side of two complementary regions C±

0 and C±
1 and has valence ≥ 2

on both graphs Γ(C±
i ;L∓). (See e.g. Figure 3)

We say α ∈ L± is a high valence leaf if it is a high-valence side of some comple-
mentary region.

Figure 3. An example of a high valence leaf (blue, diagonal) satis-
fying (iv) but none of the other conditions, with the linkage graphs
for the two complementary regions of the blue foliation shown.

Remark 3.8. There are conditions that can simplify the definition and properties
of linkage graphs that the reader may want to assume on a first reading:

• If the two sets {a ∈ S1 : {a, b} ∈ L+} and {a ∈ S1 : {a, b} ∈ L−} are both
dense, then the complementary regions of L± have no ideal segments in
their boundary. Thus, the reader who wants to add this assumption may
ignore every argument involving ideal vertices of linkage graphs.

• For the readers who are only interested in non-singular bifoliations, they
may consider pairs of prelaminations such that their linkage graphs have
no cycles.

We will now establish some basic properties about the structure of the linkage
graphs Γ(C±;L∓) for FT prelaminations. For instance, we show linkage graphs are
connected (Lemma 3.12), and ideal segments have valence 1 (Lemma 3.10).

Convention 3.9. For the remainder of this section, (L+, L−) denotes a pair of FT
prelaminations and C is a fixed, nontrivial complementary region of L±.

Lemma 3.10. Any L∓-leaf with non-empty intersection with C intersects a geo-
desic boundary component of C. Consequently, no edges of Γ(C) joins two ideal
vertices, and every ideal vertex has valence equal to 1.

6Recall a cycle in a graph is a simple closed curve contained in the graph.
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Proof. If a leaf β of L∓ with non empty intersection with C does not cross a
geodesic boundary component of C, then it is contained in C. Thus β does not
cross any L±-leaf. This contradicts the density and connectedness property of FT
prelaminations.

Since complementary regions are closed and convex, if a L∓-leaf has both end-
points in ideal boundary components of C, it is therefore contained in of C. Thus,
it is either a geodesic boundary component (which is impossible) or is contained in
C and one concludes as before. An ideal vertex is by definition joined to a unique
geodesic vertex by an edge (see Definition 3.1 and Remark 3.2). Thus ideal vertices
have valence 1. □

Remark 3.11. The statement and proof of Lemma 3.10 also holds for any geodesic
β that intersects the complementary region C, as long as β does not cross any
L∓-leaf. Indeed, if such a geodesic did not cross a geodesic side of C, then it would
contradict the density or connectedness properties of (L+, L−).

Lemma 3.12. For any complementary region C of L±, the graph Γ(C) is con-
nected.

Proof. By Lemma 3.10 every ideal vertex of Γ(C) is connected to a geodesic vertex.
Thus it is enough to check that any two geodesic vertices α, β are connected by a
path. Each of α, β is either accumulated upon by leaves αn, βn ∈ L± contained in
the half disc bounded by the geodesic side α or β and disjoint from C, or is already
a leaf of L± (in which case we can write αn = α, βn = β for all n).

By the connectedness property of fully transverse prelaminations, there is a
polygonal path γ joining αn to βn. The intersection of this path with C consists
of L∓-leaf segments joining two geodesic sides of C and possibly L±-leaf segments
contained in geodesic sides of C. Thus γ ∩ C induces a path in Γ(C) connecting α
with β. □

Lemma 3.13. Suppose that C admits an ideal side I. Let {si} denote the set of

ideal segments contained in I. Then
⋃

i si = I.

Proof. Suppose for contradiction that there exists an open interval U in I ∖ ∪isi.
By the density property of FT prelaminations, there exist two leaves α0, α1 of L∓

with distinct endpoints a0 ̸= a1 in U . By Lemma 3.10 the other endpoints of α0

and α1 are contained in (possibly equal) geodesic sides β0 and β1 of C, respectively.
If β0 = β1 then every L∓-leaf having an endpoint between a0 and a1 crosses β0.

Thus, the open interval (a0, a1) ⊂ U is contained in an ideal segment, contradicting
the hypothesis on U .

So we must have β0 ̸= β1. Since (L+, L−) is fully transverse, there is a polygonal
path γ0 from β0 to β1. By replacing all components of γ0∖C by geodesic sides of C,
we obtain a path γ that stays in C and has its (finitely many) sides alternatively on
L∓-leaf segments and segments of geodesic boundary components of C. This may
not be a path in L+ ∪ L− because geodesics sides of C are not necessarily leaves,
however the path can be approximated arbitrarily well by paths in L+∪L−, and we
may replace γ by any sufficiently good approximation in the rest of the argument.

Now every L∓-leaf having an endpoint between a0 and a1 crosses γ at one of
its finitely many sides on geodesic components of C. Thus there is a non-empty
open interval V ⊂ (a0, a1) such that a dense subset of V consists of endpoints of
L∓-leaves crossing the same geodesic boundary component of C. In other words,
V ⊂ U is contained in an ideal segment, contradicting the hypothesis on U . □

We finish this introductory subsection with an additional lemma about valence
1 vertices.
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Lemma 3.14. Suppose α is a geodesic side of C of valence 1 in Γ(C), and let e be
the edge starting at α. If the other vertex of e is a geodesic side α1 (resp. an ideal
segment s) then every L∓-leaf crossing α crosses α1 (resp. has an endpoint in the
interior of s).

Proof. Suppose β ∈ L− crosses α. Since α has valence 1, either β crosses α1 or
ends in the interior of s, depending on the case (which is what we wanted to show)
or β meets ∂C at an ideal point between two (ideal or geodesic) sides (by Lemma
3.13). In the latter case, consider the connected component of C ∖ β that does
not contain e. No side of C in this component can be connected to α (because α
has valence 1), nor can an edge cross β. This shows that Γ(C) is disconnected,
contradicting Lemma 3.12. □

3.2. Adding leaves to prelaminations. By definition, the planar completion
of a prelamination is obtained by adding additional leaves. In this and the next
section, we gather results towards this process, but with a spirit of more generality.
In particular, we treat two questions:

(1) What leaves can be added to a pair of FT prelaminations while preserving
the prelamination and fully transverse properties?

(2) Which leaves may be added while preserving the no high-valence or simple
cycle conditions? More generally, how does inserting an extra leaf into a
complementary region change its linkage graph?

As a first step towards the first question we have the following fact, which will
also be used in the Appendix.

Lemma 3.15. Let (L+, L−) be a pair of FT prelaminations. Define

L̄± := {(a, a′) ∈ S1 × S1 : a ̸= a′, ∃(an, a
′
n) ∈ L± converging to (a, a′)}

Then, for any subset L̂± with L± ⊆ L̂± ⊆ L̄±, the pair (L̂+, L̂−) is a pair of FT
prelaminations.

Proof. We first show that L̄± are both prelaminations (in fact actual laminations,
since they are closed), and are transverse.

Suppose (an, a
′
n) ∈ L+ converges to (a, a′) and a ̸= a′. (The case for L− is the

same). We need to show that (a, a′) does not cross any leaf or limit of leaves of L+,
and that it does not agree with a leaf or limit of leaves of L−. For the first point, if
(a, a′) crossed a limit, then it would cross a leaf α, and thus α would cross (an, a

′
n)

for sufficiently large n, which is impossible. For the second point, note that density
and connectedness of fully transverse prelaminations implies that there must exist
a leaf of either L+ or L− crossing (a, a′), and as we just observed this is necessarily
a leaf of L−. Thus, (a, a′) cannot be a limit of leaves in L−.

Now we show the other properties of FT prelaminations hold. Density of the pair
(L̂−, L̂+) follows from the density of (L−, L+), as L± ⊂ L̂±. For the connectedness

of (L̂−, L̂+), note that the argument above implies that every leaf of L̂± crosses

a leaf of L∓. With this, the connectedness of the pair (L̂−, L̂+) follows from the
connectedness of the pair (L−, L+). □

Adding leaves from L̄± to L± changes complementary regions and linkage graphs
in a predictable way:

Lemma 3.16. Let (L+, L−) be a pair of FT prelaminations. Then

(i) the closure L̄± has no trivial complementary regions

(ii) For any L± ⊆ L̂± ⊆ L̄±, we have that C is a nontrivial complementary

region of L̂± if and only if it is a nontrivial complementary region of L±.
Moreover, Γ(C;L∓) ∼= Γ(C; L̂∓).
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In particular, v is a high-valence side for Γ(C;L∓) if and only if it is a high-

valence side for Γ(C; L̂∓), and (L+, L−) satisfies the simple cycle condition if and

only if (L̂+, L̂−) does too.

Note that prelaminations L̂± ⊆ L̄± may contain high-valence leaves even when
L± does not: For instance, if (L+, L−) is induced from a pA-bifoliation with some
nonseparated leaves, then the closures L̄± will contain the “roots” of the one-root
complementary regions, which are high-valence.

Proof of Lemma 3.16. A trivial complementary region of a prelamination is a geo-
desic α that is accumulated on both sides by leaves. Since L̄± is closed, it has no
trivial complementary regions.

If C is a nontrivial connected component of L±, its boundary in the open disc
is made up of leaves of L̄±, so it is also a complementary region of L̂± (Recall
that we defined complementary regions to be the closure of connected components
of the complement.) We now argue that Γ(C; L̂∓) ∼= Γ(C;L∓). Suppose a leaf

α of L̂∓ ∖ L∓ represents an edge of Γ(C; L̂∓), thus crosses at least one geodesic
side and perhaps meets an ideal segment of C. Since crossing and meeting ideal
segments (which were defined in terms of open intervals) are open conditions, this
means that some L∓ leaves accumulating on α represents the same side. This shows
Γ(C; L̂∓) ⊆ Γ(C;L∓) and the other inclusion is immediate. □

The other possible leaves that could be added to a prelamination are geodesics
contained inside nontrivial complementary regions. Any nontrivial complementary
region C of L± is the convex hull of its extremal points. Any geodesic α between
two extremal points of C can be added as a leaf to L± in such a way so that α∪L±

is still a prelamination, and the fully transverse property is still preserved.
However, adding such a leaf will change the linkage graphs, since it divides one

complementary region in two. More importantly, it may change the properties of
linkage graphs that we care about, such as the simple cycle condition and high-
valence leaves. In the next section, we introduce a natural class of geodesics called
crossing geodesics that can be added to FT prelaminations without adversely af-
fecting these properties. We then use the crossing geodesics in our construction of
a completion in Section 4.

3.3. Crossing geodesics. In this section again, L± are FT prelaminations and C
is a fixed nontrivial complementary region of L±.

Since the complementary region C we consider has non-empty interior, its bound-
ary ∂C is a simple closed curve. The vertices correspond to intervals on this curve,
with non-empty, pairwise disjoint interiors. Thus these vertices inherit a natural
cyclic order. If we select a vertex v0 in Γ(C), the vertices in Γ(C) ∖ {v0} all lie in
a single component of ∂C ∖ {v0} and therefore inherit a linear order; which also
gives a linear order on (∂C ∖ {v0}) ∩ S1. Thus, if Γ ⊂ Γ(C) ∖ {v0} is a subgraph,
we get an induced linear order on the subset of S1 corresponding to endpoints of
vertices in Γ. Abusing notation, we denote this set by Γ ∩ S1.

Definition 3.17. Let v0 be a vertex of Γ(C) and let Γ ⊂ (Γ(C) ∖ {v0}) be a
subgraph of Γ(C). The extremal points of Γ with respect to v0 are the unique pair
of points in S1 obtained as the infimum and supremum of Γ∩S1 (as defined above)
with respect to the inherited linear order.

When e is an edge of Γ(C) which is not in a cycle, then Γ(C) ∖ {e} has exactly
two connected components, possibly reduced to a vertex. Similarly, if e1, e2 are two
successive edges in a same cycle (that is, e1 and e2 are in the same cycle and share
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a vertex v0) and neither e1 nor e2 are part of a different cycle, then Γ(C)∖ {e1, e2}
has exactly two connected components. Thus, we make the following definition

Definition 3.18. We call an edge e not part of a cycle a disconnecting edge7.
Similarly, we call a pair of edges (e1, e2) a disconnecting pair if they share a vertex
and are part of a unique cycle containing both e1 and e2.

We are now ready to define crossing geodesics. 8

Definition 3.19 (Crossing geodesic). Let e, respectively (e1, e2), be a disconnecting
edge and pair. Let v0 be any vertex of e or the shared vertex of (e1, e2). Let Γ1 be
the connected component of Γ(C) ∖ {e} (resp. Γ(C) ∖ {e1, e2}) not containing v0.

The geodesic joining the two extremal points of Γ1 with respect to v0 is called
the crossing geodesic associated to the disconnecting edge e (resp. the disconnecting
pair (e1, e2)) or simply e-crossing geodesic (resp. (e1, e2)-crossing geodesic), and it
is denoted by α(e) (resp. α(e1, e2)).

Some examples are shown in Figure 4.

Remark 3.20. By Lemma 3.16, the crossing geodesics of a pair of fully transverse
prelamination (L+, L−) are the same as the crossing geodesics of the prelaminations

(L̂+, L̂−) for any L± ⊆ L̂± ⊆ L̄±.

While the vertex v0 in the above definition is uniquely defined for disconnecting
pairs, it is not for disconnecting edges. However, the lemma below shows that the
definition of crossing geodesic is independent of that choice, hence the notation α(e)
makes sense.

Lemma 3.21. Let C be a complementary region of L± and e be a disconnecting
edge of Γ(C), joining the vertices v0 and v1. Let Γ0,Γ1 ⊂ (Γ(C) ∖ {e}) be the
subgraphs of Γ(C) obtained by removing the edge e, and containing respectively v0
and v1.

Then the extremal points with respect to v0, of Γ1 coincide with the extremal
points with respect to v1 of Γ0.

Proof. As Γ0 and Γ1 are connected disjoint graphs, their vertices are contained
in intervals of ∂C with disjoint interiors. As Γ(C) is connected, Γ0 ∪ Γ1 contains
every vertices of Γ(C). Thus the union of these intervals is dense in ∂C, which
means that these intervals have the same extremal points, which is precisely what
we wanted. □

Crossing geodesics have the following simple characterization:

Lemma 3.22. Let e be a disconnecting edge of Γ(C). Then α(e) is the unique
geodesic contained in C and satisfying the following property: An L∓-leaf crosses
α(e) if and only if it represents the edge e.

Similarly, if (e1, e2) is a disconnecting-pair of Γ(C), then α(e1, e2) is the unique
geodesic contained in C and satisfying the following property: An L∓-leaf crosses
α(e1, e2) if and only if it represents either e1 or e2.

Moreover, the same holds if L± is replaced with L̂± if L± ⊆ L̂± ⊆ L̄±.

7There is a similar notion of cut-edge in graph theory, which is defined as an edge that separates

the graph into two nontrivial subgraphs. Thus a cut-edge is a disconnecting edge, but not vice-
versa.

8We could have also defined crossing geodesics for more general unions of edges that separates

a linkage graph in exactly two connected components. However, we will not need to use a more
general setting in our construction of a completion.
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Proof. We do the proof for α(e), the case of a disconnecting-pair being essentially
identical we leave it to the reader.

By definition, the crossing geodesic α(e) joins two extremal points of the convex
region C and thus is contained in C. First, we show the desired property holds. Let
a, b be the endpoints of α(e). By Lemma 3.21, these are the extremal points of each
component of Γ(C)∖ {e}. Suppose β is a leaf crossing α(e). Then the endpoints of
β are in opposite connected components of S1 ∖ {a, b}. By Lemma 3.10, β crosses
at least one geodesic side of C. If it crosses also another geodesic side, or has
endpoint in the interior of an ideal segment of C, then we are done: β represents
an edge with one vertex on either side of S1 ∖ {a, b}, so that edge must be e since
e is disconnecting.

Otherwise, let x denote the ideal endpoint of β in ∂C∩S1. Let I denote the open
interval of S1 bounded by the endpoints of the vertex of e that lies on the same side
of α(e) as x; up to reversing orientation and labeling a, b we assume I ⊂ (a, x) and
(x, b)∩ I = ∅. There is necessarily another vertex of C in (x, b), which by definition
of crossing edge, is connected to I by a path. Thus, some leaf of L∓ crosses β,
which is a contradiction. Thus, we have shown that β represents e.

The fact that all geodesics representing e cross α(e) is immediate from the def-
inition. For uniqueness, suppose that α is a geodesic contained in C and crossing
precisely the L∓-leaves representing e. If α has an endpoint x in an ideal segment of
C then x is accumulated on both sides by endpoints of L∓-leaves crossing the same
geodesic side. Thus either α crosses these leaves (contradicting the assumption),
or α crosses the same geodesic side contradicting again the assumptions. Thus the
endpoints of α are points in the ideal boundary of C, and not in the interiors of
ideal segments. These endpoints therefore partition the vertices of Γ(C) into two
sets, which can be connected only by edges crossing α, that is, by e. By definition,
this implies that α = α(e).

Finally, the same characterization holds for L̂± by Remark 3.20. □

Adding a single crossing geodesic to a prelamination obviously still gives a
prelamination, since the crossing geodesic is contained in a complementary region.
But the situation is better than that: our next lemma shows that distinct crossing
geodesics never intersect, hence they can all be added simultaneously.

Lemma 3.23. Let α0 and α1 be crossing geodesics in C. Then α0 and α1 do not
cross each other.

Proof. We first consider the case where at least one of the crossing geodesics is
associated to a disconnecting edge. That is, we suppose that α0 = α(e0) with e0
a disconnecting edge. Since the definition of α(e) is independent of vertex chosen
(Lemma 3.21), we may choose vertices vi, as in the definition of αi, such that
v1 ̸= v0. Thus, v1 is contained in some connected component (say Γ1) of Γ(C)∖{v0};
and hence one component of Γ(C)∖{e1} is a further subset. Therefore, its extremal
points are contained in one connected component of S1 ∖ α1. This means α0 and
α1 do not cross.

Now, suppose we are given disconnecting pairs (e0, e1) sharing vertex v0, and
(e2, e3) sharing vertex v1, such that α0 = α(e0, e1) and α1 = α(e2, e3). If v0 ̸= v1,
we may run the same argument as above, and deduce that the αi do not cross.
Suppose now that v0 = v1. By definition of disconnecting pair, the edges e0, e1,
e2 and e3 are all distinct. Thus, the other vertices of (e0, e1) and of (e2, e3) are in
distinct connected components of Γ(C) ∖ {v0}. Call these Γ0 and Γ1 respectively.
From this, it follows that the extremal points of Γ0 do not separate the extremal
points of Γ1, and thus α0 and α1 do not cross. □
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Corollary 3.24. Let (L+, L−) be a pair of fully transverse prelaminations and

suppose that L̂± is obtained from L± by adding any collection of crossing geodesics
as well as any collection of leaves in the closure L̄±. Then (L̂+, L̂−) is a pair of
FT prelaminations.

Proof. Lemma 3.23 together with Lemma 3.15 shows that (L̂+, L̂−) are prelam-

inations. Moreover, a crossing geodesic for a complementary region of, say, L̂+

cannot correspond to a leaf of L̂− by Lemma 3.10. Therefore, (L̂+, L̂−) are disjoint
prelaminations. Then the connectedness and density properties follows as before
from the connectedness and density properties of (L+, L−). □

Now, we finally show that crossing geodesics behave well with respect to linkage
graphs. More precisely, we show that if L̂± is obtained from L± by adding crossing
geodesics, then the linkage graphs of complementary regions of L∓ do not change
(Lemma 3.25), and the linkage graphs of complementary regions of L̂± are either
unchanged or obtained from linkage graphs of L± by “splitting them in two”, in a
way made precise in Lemmas 3.29 and 3.30.

Lemma 3.25. Suppose (L+, L−) is a pair of FT prelaminations and suppose L̂+

is obtained from L+ by adding (any collection of) crossing geodesics.

Let C be a (nontrivial) complementary region of L−, then Γ(C; L̂+) ∼= Γ(C;L+).

More precisely, the vertices of Γ(C; L̂+) are vertices of Γ(C;L+) (with the same

cyclic order) and each edge of Γ(C; L̂+) is an edge of Γ(C;L+).

Proof. Let C = C− be a (nontrivial) complementary region of L−. Let α be a leaf

of L̂+ ∖ L+ that intersects C−, i.e., α is a crossing geodesic for some region C+ of
L+. We need to show α does not define a new edge. Remark 3.11 implies that α
crosses at least one geodesic side of C−.
Case 1: α crosses only one geodesic side of C. In this case, the other vertex of
edge α is a point x on the ideal boundary of C. If x does not belong to the interior
of an ideal segment, α does not define an edge. If x belongs to the interior of an
ideal segment of C−, then x is accumulated on both sides by L+-leaves crossing the
same geodesic side of C− and hence α crosses the same geodesic side thus defines
an already existing edge of Γ(C−;L+).
Case 2: α crosses two geodesic sides β0, β1 of C−, and α = α(e). By
Lemma 3.22, β0 and β1 either represent the edge e, or are accumulated by leaves that
represent the edge e (depending on whether they are in L− or not), in Γ(C+, L−).
At least one vertex of e is a geodesic segment γ, which by definition of e must
intersect both β0 and β1. If v0 corresponds to a leaf of L+ we are already done,
otherwise, it is accumulated by leaves of L+, and so some leaf of L+ crosses β0, β1,
as desired.
Case 3: α crosses two geodesic sides β0, β1 of C−, and α = α(e1, e2). By
Lemma 3.22, β0 and β1 represent (or are accumulated by leaves that represent) e1
or e2, which share a vertex v0 of a cycle in C+. By Lemma 3.10, ideal vertices have
valence 1 so vertices of a cycle (in particular v0) are geodesic sides. By definition
v0 crosses β0 and β1. As in the previous case, if γ is a leaf of L+ we are already
done, otherwise, it is accumulated by leaves of L+, and so some leaf of L+ crosses
β0, β1 as desired. □

Collecting the results above, we summarize how adding a crossing geodesic to
L± changes the linkage graphs of its complementary regions, depending on the type
or valence of the vertices contained in the edge or edge pair. In what follows, C
always denotes a nontrivial complementary region to L+.
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Figure 4. Crossing edges (dotted lines) associated to a valence
1 cut-edge, and to a cut-pair. The original linkage graph (before
adding crossing edges), and resulting three graphs (after) are
shown.

Lemma 3.26 (Splitting C by crossing an edge with ideal vertex). Let e be a
disconnecting edge of Γ(C;L−) between an ideal vertex s and another vertex v1.
Then the crossing geodesic α(e) is the geodesic between the two endpoints of s, so
C = Cs ∪ α(e) ∪ C1 where Cs, C1 are complementary regions of L+ ∪ {α(e)}.

Moreover, Γ(Cs;L
−) is a degenerate graph consisting of one ideal vertex s and

one geodesic vertex α(e) joined by an edge, while Γ(C1;L−) is isomorphic to Γ(C;L−)
except that the ideal vertex corresponding to s in Γ(C;L−) is replaced by the geodesic
vertex corresponding to α(e).

Remark 3.27. In the case above of an edge e ending at an ideal segment s, while
the valence of α(e) is 1 in both Γ(Cs;L

−) and Γ(C1;L−), the leaf α(e) is a high
valence leaf of L+ ∪ {α(e)} since it satisfies condition (iii) of Definition 3.7. This
is why we will not include such crossing geodesics in the completion of a pair of
prelaminations (Definition 4.1), so a reader might wish to skip this Lemma on a
first pass.

Proof. The fact that α(e) is the geodesic between the endpoints of s comes from the
definition, see Lemma 3.21. The description of the induced linkage graphs follows
from the characterization of crossing geodesics given in Lemma 3.22. □

The next lemma describes the somewhat degenerate case of a crossing geodesic
for a vertex of very low valence. We first observe an immediate consequence of
Lemma 3.22.

Observation 3.28. Let e be a disconnecting edge of Γ(C;L−) between geodesic
vertices v0, v1, such that v0 has valence 1. Then the crossing geodesic α(e) is the
geodesic side v0.

Similarly, if (e1, e2) is a disconnecting pair of Γ(C;L−) such that the shared
vertex v0 has valence 2, then the crossing geodesic α(e1, e2) is the geodesic side v0.

As a further consequence we have:

Lemma 3.29 (Crossing low valence geodesic vertices). In the setting of Obser-
vation 3.28, C is also a complementary region of L+ ∪ {α(e)} (respectively, of
L+∪{α(e1, e2)}), the linkage graph of C is left unchanged, and α(e) (resp. α(e1, e2))
has valence 1 in both graphs.

Moreover, α(e) is a high-valence leaf for (L+ ∪ {α(e)}, L−) if and only if α(e) ∈
L+ and it is a high-valence leaf of (L+, L−)9.

9Necessarily, the only possibility in this case is that α(e) would satisfy condition (iii) of Defi-
nition 3.3.
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Similarly, α(e1, e2) is a high-valence leaf for (L+ ∪ {α(e1, e2)}, L−) if and only
if α(e1, e2) ∈ L+ is a high-valence leaf of (L+, L−)10

Proof. Observation 3.28 implies that C and its linkage graph is unchanged, since
α(e) or α(e1, e2) is a side of the complementary region C. Thus, the crossing
geodesic α(e) or α(e1, e2) cannot satisfy conditions (i) or (ii) of Definition 3.3, and
thus is a high-valence leaf if and only if it satisfies either condition (iii) or (iv) of
Definition 3.7. In particular, this means that it must bound complementary regions
of L+ on both sides, and hence must be an element of L+ (which is necessarily a
high-valence leaf). □

Lemma 3.30 (Splitting C by a crossing edge, general case). Let α be a crossing
geodesic associated to a disconnecting-pair (e1, e2) with shared vertex v0 of valence
> 2, or to a disconnecting edge with vertices v0, v1 both of valence > 1.

Then C = C ′ ∪α∪C ′′, with C ′, C ′′ complementary regions of L+ ∪ {α}, and we
have:

• If α = α(e), then Γ(C ′) is obtained from Γ(C) by deleting one connected
component of Γ(C) ∖ e, and relabelling the vertex vi adjoining the deleted
component by α. Similarly, Γ(C ′′) is obtained from Γ(C) by applying this
procedure to the other connected component.

• If α = α(e1, e2), where (e1, e2) share the vertex v, then one of Γ(C ′), Γ(C ′′)
contains e1 and e2 and is obtained by deleting the other connected compo-
nent of Γ(C)∖{v} and relabelling v by α. The other is obtained by deleting
the connected component of Γ(C)∖(e1∪e2) containing the rest of the cycle,
attaching an edge to v and labelling its other vertex by α.

Proof. In the situation of the lemma, neither connected component of the graph
Γ(C)∖{e} (or Γ(C)∖{e1, e2}) is trivial, so one deduces from Lemma 3.22 that α is
contained in the interior of C. The description of the associated graphs of L+∪{α}
also follow from Lemma 3.22, which specifies exactly the edges crossed by α(e) or
α(e1, e2). □

The results above make clear that the impact of adding crossing geodesics on
linkage graphs is different depending on whether the disconnecting edge or pair
splits the graph into two nontrivial component or not. For ease of reference, we
introduce the following terminology.

Definition 3.31. A cut-edge e of Γ(C) is a disconnecting edge such that Γ(C)∖{e}
has two nontrivial components11. A cut-pair (e1, e2) of Γ(C) is a disconnecting pair
such that Γ(C) ∖ {e1, e2} has two nontrivial components.

We note the following useful direct consequence of the three lemmas above.

Corollary 3.32. If α is a crossing geodesic associated to a cut pair or cut edge,
and lies in the boundary of complementary regions C ′ and C ′′, then α has valence
1 in at least one of Γ(C ′) or Γ(C ′′).

4. Proof of Theorem C: Existence

Recall that a planar completion of (L+, L−) is a pA-bifoliation (F+,F−) such
that L+ and L− are dense in the induced prelamination of (F+,F−). In this section
we use the tools developed above to prove the existence of a planar completion under
the assumptions of Theorem C.

10Necessarily, the only possibility in this case is that α(e1, e2) would satisfy condition (iv) of
Definition 3.3.

11This corresponds to the usual notion of cut-edge in graph theory.
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In the rest of this section, we fix a pair of FT prelaminations (L+, L−) satisfying
the conditions of Theorem C, namely: the simple cycle condition, no high-valence
leaves, and if three L±-leaves cross a common L∓-leaf, then they do not have a
common endpoint.

Notice that the simple cycle condition implies that every edge in a linkage graph
is either a disconnecting edge (if it is not included in a cycle) or part of a discon-
necting pair (if it is part of a cycle).

Definition 4.1. The completion of (L+, L−) is the pair of laminations (L̃+, L̃−)

defined as follows: L̃± is the union of L± with

• all the geodesics which correspond to trivial complementary regions;
• all the crossing geodesics α±(e1, e2) associated to a disconnecting pair of
L±; and

• all the crossing geodesics α±(e) where e is a disconnecting edge whose ver-
tices are both geodesics.

Note that the completion depends on the pair (L+, L−), it does not make sense
to “complete” L+ without reference to L−.

The main work in this section will be to show that the completion satisfies the
conditions of Theorem A. Most of this will follow from the preparatory work we
did in section 3.

We first give an equivalent characterization of leaves that are added in the com-
pletion:

Observation 4.2. Let α ∈ L̃± ∖ L±. Then α is of one of three possible, mutually
exclusive, types:

(1) α is a geodesic corresponding to a trivial complementary region of L±;
(2) α is a not high-valence geodesic boundary component of a nontrivial com-

plementary region C of L±

(3) there is a nontrivial complementary region C of L± such that α is the
crossing geodesic of a cut-edge e, or cut-pair (e1, e2) (see Definition 3.31).

Conversely, any geodesic of one of the type above must be a leaf of L̃±.
Moreover, there are only countably many leaves of types 2 and 3.

Proof. By definition, if α is not associated to a trivial complementary region of
L±, then it is a crossing geodesic of some disconnecting edge or pair in γ(C), for a
nontrivial complementary region C. Then either Lemma 3.29 applies, so that α is in
case 2, or Lemma 3.30 applies so α is in case 3. The converse is also immediate given
the definition of completion and Lemmas 3.29 and 3.30. Finally, since there are
only countably many nontrivial complementary regions, the last claim follows. □

Remark 4.3. From the observation above, we see that there is an equivalent way
of defining the completion: The completion, (L̃+, L̃−), of (L+, L−) is obtained by
first taking all the leaves in the closure L̄± which do not represent high valence
vertices of complementary regions of L±; and then adding all the crossing geodesics
associated to cut-edges or cut-pairs of the linkage graphs Γ(C±;L∓).

Leaves in L̃± of type 1 or 2 are not high-valence, and, by Corollary 3.32, neither
are the leaves of type 3. Hence, from Observation 4.2, we also deduce

Corollary 4.4. The completion (L̃+, L̃−) of (L+, L−) does not contain any high-
valence leaves.

Remark 4.5. We emphasize that we do not take crossing geodesics associated to
edges with one ideal vertex in the completion since otherwise the above result would
fail (see Lemma 3.26).
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Lemma 3.30 shows that adding crossing geodesics never creates new cut-edges
or cut-pairs. Thus, we immediately conclude:

Corollary 4.6. Suppose (L̃+, L̃−) is the completion of (L+, L−). Then the com-

pletion of (L̃+, L̃−) is equal to (L̃+, L̃−).

As stated above, our main work in this section will be to prove the following:

Proposition 4.7. Let (L̃+, L̃−) be the completion of (L+, L−). Then:

(i) (L̃+, L̃−) is fully transverse

(ii) For any a ∈ S1, the set {b : {a, b} ∈ L̃− ∪ L̃+} is countable

(iii) Each complementary region of L̃± is an ideal polygon or one-root region.
Ideal polygons come in coupled pairs, and no leaf lies in the boundary of
two ideal polygons.

Before proving Proposition 4.7, we first show that the proposition implies the
existence of a planar completion for (L+, L−).

Proof of Theorem C, Existence. Let (L̃+, L̃−) be the completion of (L+, L−). By

Proposition 4.7, (L̃+, L̃−) satisfies the condition of Theorem A, hence (L̃+, L̃−) is
induced by a pA-bifoliation (F+,F−). We need to show that (F+,F−) is a planar

completion of (L+, L−). Since L± ⊂ L̃±, we only have to show that L± is dense in
F±.

Consider a non-singular leaf, or face of singular leaf, ℓ± of F±. It corresponds
to a L̃±-leaf α. Any L̃±-leaf crosses a L∓-leaf, so let β be a L∓-leaf crossing α and
let ℓ∓β be the corresponding leaf or face.

The set Uβ of non-singular leaves or faces of leaves of F± crossing ℓ∓β fills a
neighborhood of ℓ. By Observation 4.2, there are at most countably many leaves
of L̃± in this neighborhood that are not in the closure L̄±. Thus a dense subset
of leaves in Uβ define leaves of L±, ending the proof of the existence of planar
completion, assuming Proposition 4.7. □

4.1. Proof of Proposition 4.7. Let (L̃+, L̃−) be the completion of (L+, L−). By

Corollary 3.24, (L̃+, L̃−) is fully transverse. We need to show items (ii)-(iii) of
Proposition 4.7.

Lemma 4.8. For any a ∈ S1, the set {b : {a, b} ∈ L̃−∪ L̃+} is countable, i.e., item
(ii) is satisfied.

Proof. Suppose for contradiction there is a ∈ S1 so that {b : {a, b} ∈ L̃− ∪ L̃+}
is uncountable. Up to switching + and −, we can assume without loss of gener-
ality that there are uncountably many leaves of the form {a, b} in L̃+. Since only

countably many crossing leaves are added in the construction of L̃+, we in fact have
uncountably many leaves of the form {a, b} in L̃+∩L̄+. Each such leaf is crossed by

a leaf of L−, so there exists β ∈ L̂− such that {b : {a, b} ∈ L̂+ and {a, b} crosses β}
is still uncountable. In particular, β intersects three leaves of L̂+ ending at the
same point in S1. Since every leaf of L̂+ is approximated on both sides by leaves
of L+, we deduce that β also intersect three leaves of L+ all ending at b and that
β can be assumed to be in L−. This contradicts the assumption on (L+, L−). □

Now we have to show that complementary regions of L̃± satisfy item (iii). We
split this in several lemmas. The first one is a direct application of the work done
in section 3.

Lemma 4.9. Let C be a complementary region of L̃±, then its linkage graph
Γ(C; L̃∓) is either a star12 or a cycle.

12Recall that a star is a connected graph with at most one vertex of valence greater than 1.
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Proof. By Observation 4.2 and Lemma 3.30, Γ(C) has no cut-edge or cut-pairs so
it must either be a cycle, or a star. □

Lemma 4.10. Let C be a complementary region of of L̃± such that Γ(C) is a star.
Then C is a one-root region.

Proof. As a first case, suppose C is degenerate in the sense that Γ(C) is a single
edge with two vertices. Then only one of these vertices, call it v0, is geodesic (since
a complementary region is a convex domain bounded by geodesics and segments of
S1) and it is high-valence (Definition 3.7), so by Observation 4.2 v0 is not a leaf of

L̃±. Finally, every leaf of L̃∓ that intersects C intersects v0, by Lemma 3.10. So C
is a one-root region.

Now we assume that Γ(C) is non-degenerate. Call v0 the unique vertex in Γ(C)

of valence ≥ 2. So v0 is high-valence and thus is not a leaf of L̃± (by Corollary
4.4). By Lemma 3.30 (or Observation 4.2), every other geodesic side of Γ(C) is a

leaf of L̃±. Let β be a leaf intersecting C. Then β meets at least one geodesic side
of C by Lemma 3.10. Either this is v0, and we are done, or it meets some other
geodesic side, which is valence 1 since Γ(C) is a start. In this case, Lemma 3.14
implies β intersects v0 as well, which is what we needed to show. Thus, C is a
one-root region. □

Lemma 4.11. Let C be a complementary region of L̃± such that Γ(C) is a cycle.
Then C is an ideal polygon and part of a coupled pair.

Proof. Since Γ(C) is a cycle and ideal vertices have valence 1 (Lemma 3.10), ∂C
has no ideal segments. Thus, C has only geodesic sides.

Let e1, e2, . . . ek denote the edges of Γ(C) in cyclic order. Each choice {α1, . . . αk}
of geodesics representing the edges bounds a convex region of D2. The intersection
of all such regions is again a convex region bounded by geodesic segments, which
are either leaves of L̃∓ or accumulated by L̃∓ leaves representing an edge of Γ(C).
Let β1, . . . βk denote these segments.

Because Γ(C) is a cycle, no other leaves L̃∓ cross C, so the βi form the sides of

a complementary region C∓ of L̃∓; moreover they are cyclically ordered, and any
two consecutive segments meet a common boundary component of C. Thus, the βi
are vertices of a cycle of Γ(C∓). By Lemma 4.9, Γ(C∓) is a cycle. We conclude, as
above that ∂C∓ has no ideal segments. By Observation 4.2, this implies that the
βi are in L̃∓, and thus the sides of an ideal polygon, which is necessarily coupled
with C. □

The next result ends the proof of Proposition 4.7.

Lemma 4.12. There are no adjacent ideal polygons.

Proof. Assume that α is a L̃± leaf which belongs to two ideal polygons. In par-
ticular, α bounds two complementary regions of L̃±, so is either a leaf of L± or a
crossing geodesic associated with a cut-edge or cut-pair (i.e., of type 3 in Observa-
tion 4.2). In the latter case, Corollary 3.32 implies that α must have valence 1 in
at least one of these two ideal polygons which is absurd. So we must have α ∈ L±.
However, α has valence ≥ 2 in the linkage graphs on both sides for L̃∓, so by Lemma
3.25, α also has valence ≥ 2 in the linkage graphs for the adjacent complementary
regions of L∓, contradicting the no high valence hypothesis on (L+, L−). □

5. Proof of Theorem C – Necessity and Uniqueness

In this section we will prove both the necessity and the uniqueness parts of
Theorem C, as they both follow from the same preliminary lemmas.

We begin by noting an elementary observation
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Observation 5.1. Let ln be a sequence of leaves of F and let {an, bn} be the
endpoints of ln. Suppose that {an, bn} → {a, b}. If l is a limit of ln, but the
endpoints of l is not equal to the set {a, b}, then {a, b} and l form two sides of a
complementary region.

Lemma 5.2. Let (F+,F−) be a planar completion of (L+, L−). Let (L+
F , L

−
F ) be

the prelaminations induced by (F+,F−). If α ∈ L+
F , then either α ∈ L̄+, or α

bounds a complementary region to L+
F on each side; at least one of which must be

one-root.

Proof. By density of L+ in the plane, there exists a sequence of leaves αi of F+

approaching α from one side, and a sequence βi approaching from the other. If the
endpoints of either sequence approach the endpoints of α, then α ∈ L̄+. Otherwise,
by Observation 5.1 there is a complementary region of L+

F on each side of α. Finally,
the necessity part of Theorem A, gives that no two ideal polygons share sides and
hence at least one of the complementary regions bounded by αmust be one-root. □

Lemma 5.3. Let (F+,F−) be a planar completion of (L+, L−). Let (L+
F , L

−
F )

be the prelaminations induced by (F+,F−). If C+ is a complementary region to
L+
F , then Γ(C+;L−

F ) ∼= Γ(C+;L−). In other words, each edge of Γ(C+, L−
F ) is

represented by a leaf of L−.

Proof. Suppose α ∈ L−
F represents an edge of the linkage graph of C+ between sides

s1, s2 of C+. We need to show some leaf of L− also intersects s1 and s2. If α lies in
L− or is accumulated upon by leaves of L− (in particular, if it is a boundary of at
most one complementary region of L−) then we are done. Otherwise, by Lemma
5.2 α bounds two complementary regions of L−

F and one is a one-root region. If
s1, s2 are leaves, then because they intersect α, they must also intersect the root
of the one-root region. If either is not a leaf, then they are accumulated by leaves
(which intersect α) and so again must intersect the root of the one-root region. In
either case, the geodesic representing the root lies in L̄−, so we conclude that there
is a leaf of L− intersecting s1 and s2, as desired. □

The next lemma says that, if a pair of prelaminations admits a planar completion,
then the pair is FT.

Lemma 5.4. Let (F+,F−) be a pA-bifoliation with induced laminations L±
F , and

suppose L± ⊂ L±
F are sublaminations that are both dense in the plane. Then

(L+, L−) is fully transverse.

Proof. (L+, L−) satisfy the transversality because they are subsets of the prelamina-
tions induced by (F+,F−). For the density condition, note that each open interval
U ⊂ S1 contains ends of leaves of F+ ∪ F−, and thus endpoints of F+

0 ∪ F−
0 by

density in the plane. Connectedness follows similarly. □

Lemma 5.5. Let (F+,F−) be a pA-bifoliation with induced laminations L±
F , and

suppose L± ⊂ L±
F are sublaminations that are both dense in the plane. Then

(L+, L−) satisfies the simple cycle condition.

Proof. From the previous lemma we have that (L+, L−) is fully transverse. Suppose
for contradiction that there is a complementary region C of L± and an edge e of
Γ(C;L∓) in two different cycles. Let α ∈ L∓ be a leaf representing e. Consider the

set S of leaves of L̃± that are contained in C and cross α. We claim that S has
at most two elements: If there are three elements β1, β2, β3 in S, then they must
correspond to faces of at least two different leaves in F+, which intersect the same
leaf of F− corresponding to α. By density of L+ in F+ we deduce that there are
leaves of L+ that will cross α between β1, β2 and β3. But such leaves would have
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to intersect C, which is impossible. Therefore either S consists in a unique leaf l,
or in two leaves l1, l2 that are the sides of an ideal polygon.

Since e is contained in two cycles, every leaf of S intersect at least three edges of
Γ(C;L−), in the sense that they intersect α as well as at least the two other leaves
of L− representing the edges of Γ(C;L−) in the two cycles containing e. But this
implies that either the leaves of S are valence at least 3 in one of the linkage graphs
for L+

F , or valence at least 2 in the linkage graphs on both sides. This implies that

the element of S are high-valence leaves, contradicting the fact that (L+
F , L

−
F ) is

induced by a bifoliation. □

Both the necessity and uniqueness parts of Theorem C will now follow easily
from the following characterization of leaves of a planar completion. It says that
the leaves of a planar completion are exactly the ones we added in the construction
in Section 4. (See Remark 4.3.)

Lemma 5.6. Let (F+,F−) be any planar completion of a pair of prelaminations
(L+, L−). Call (L+

F , L
−
F ) the pair of prelaminations induced by (F+,F−) on S1. If

α is a leaf of L±
F then one of the following is true:

(i) α ∈ L̄± ∖ {high-valence leaves of L̄±}, or
(ii) α is a crossing geodesic of a cut-edge e or cut-pair (e1, e2) in a linkage graph

Γ(K) of a complementary region to L̄±. That is α is contained in K and
a leaf of L∓ intersects α if and only if it represents the edge e, resp. one of
the edges e1, e2.

Proof. Recall that (L+, L−) are automatically fully transverse by Lemma 5.4 and
satisfy the simple cycle condition by Lemma 5.5. In particular, every edge is either
disconnecting or part of a disconnecting pair.

To fix notation, we do the proof for leaves of L+. Let α ∈ L+
F . Then α is not

a high-valence leaf of (L+
F , L

−
F ) (which has no high valence leaves) so by Lemma

5.3 it is also not high valence for (L+
F , L

−). By Lemma 5.2, if α /∈ L̄+, then it

has complementary regions of L+
F on each side; at least one of which is a one-root

region. Let Cl, Cr denote these regions, and suppose Cl is one-root. Let K be the
complementary region of L+ containing Cl∪Cr. Let sl be the side of Cl representing
the high-valence vertex of Γ(Cl). Then sl is in L̄+ by Lemma 5.2, so it is also a side
of K. Since Cl is one-root, there is a leaf of L−

F through sl, and any leaf through
α meets sl. By Lemma 5.3 there is also a leaf of L− through sl and α (and since
L− ⊂ L−

F any leaf through sl intersects α).
If Cr is also one-root, the same argument applies: There is a side sr of K such

that every leaf of L− through α intersects sr, and some such leaf of L− exists. We
conclude that α is the crossing leaf of an edge from sr to sl in K, as desired.

It remains to analyze the case where Cr is an ideal polygon. Suppose this is
the case and let α = α0, α1, . . . αk denote its sides in cyclic order. Since Γ(Cr) is a
cycle, Lemma 5.3 says every adjacent pair αi, αi+1 (indexed cyclically) have a leaf
ei of L− intersecting both of them. If αi ∈ L̄+, then it is a side of K, and ei, ei+1

are edges incident to this vertex. If αi /∈ L̄+ then Lemma 5.2 implies that on the
other side of αi there is a one-root region; let si denote the root side. Thus, ei
and ei+1 intersect si, which is necessarily a side of K, and each leaf of L− passing
through αi must also intersect si. In particular, no leaves intersect both si and sj
if |j − i| > 1. This shows that K contains a cycle with edges ei, and α = α0 is the
crossing leaf of the pair (e0, e1). □

Using this, we now prove the necessity of the conditions in Theorem C:

Proposition 5.7 (Necessity of conditions of Theorem C). Let (F+,F−) be a planar
completion of a pair of prelaminations (L+, L−). Then (L+, L−) are FT, satisfy
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simple cycle, have no high valence leaves, and no three L± leaves sharing an end-
point cross a common L∓ leaf.

Proof. We check each condition separately
Fully transverse: This is given by Lemma 5.4.
Simple cycle condition: This is given by Lemma 5.5.
No high valence: Suppose α ∈ L± has valence ≥ 2 for a linkage graph Γ(K;L∓),
with K a complementary region of L±, then, by Lemma 5.6, it has valence greater
than two for Γ(C;L∓

F ) with C a complementary region of L±
F contained in K. Since

L±
F is induced by a pA-bifoliation, it implies that C is an ideal polygon, and that

either the other side of α is a one-root region or α only bounds one complementary
region. In either case, α is not high-valence.

Similarly, α ∈ L± cannot be the unique geodesic side of a degenerate linkage
graph. Thus, (L+, L−) has no high-valence leaves.
Leaves sharing endpoints:

Two distinct leaves l0, l1 of F+ that have a shared endpoint cannot intersect
the same leaf l− ∈ F−, otherwise every leaf of F+ intersecting l− in between l0
and l1 (of which there are uncountably many) would have one shared endpoint,
contradicting the countability condition in the definition of S1

∞. Now given three
distinct leaves α1, α2, α3 of L+ with one shared endpoint, at most two of them can
represent faces of the same F+-leaf, so no leaf of L− can intersect the three leaves
αi. □

Now we can prove the uniqueness of planar completions:

Proposition 5.8. Let (L+, L−) be a pair of prelaminations and (F+
i ,F

−
i ), i = 1, 2,

be two planar completions of (L+, L−). Then there exists a homeomorphism of the
disc taking F±

1 to F±
2 which is the identity on S1.

The proof below uses Lemma 5.6. As an alternative approach, one could also
imitate the strategy of Proposition 2.34, using the rectangle topology.

Proof. Let L±
i be the prelaminations induced by F±

i . By Proposition 5.7, the pair
(L+, L−) satisfies the conditions of Theorem C, so we may assume without loss

of generality, that L±
2 is the completion L̃± that we constructed in section 4. By

assumption, both L±
i contain the leaves of L±. We need to show that L±

1 = L±
2 .

By Lemma 5.6, if α ∈  L±
1 then either α is a crossing geodesic or is in the closure

of L±, and not a high-valence leaf. By definition of the completion (see Observation
4.2), we deduce that α ∈ L±

2 . Thus, L±
1 ⊂ L±

2 . The proof is now reduced to showing
that, in the case of induced laminations, containment implies equality. Since this is
a general fact, we prove this in a separate lemma below. Using this lemma (Lemma
5.9), we have L±

1 = L±
2 . Now the uniqueness part of Theorem A implies that

F±
1 = F±

2 , i.e., there is a homeomorphism of the disc taking one to the other and
restricting to the identity on the boundary circle. □

Lemma 5.9. Suppose (L+
i , L

−
i ), i = 1, 2, are prelaminations induced by pA-

bifoliations(F+
i ,F

−
i ). If L±

1 ⊂ L±
2 , and L

±
1 is dense in F±

2 then L±
1 = L±

2 .

Proof. Let L±
i , F±

i be as in the statement of the Lemma. Define a map from the
open disc to open disc as follows. Each point in the disc is uniquely realizable as
the intersection of a leaf of F+

1 with one of F−
1 . Suppose x = l+ ∩ l−. Consider the

endpoints e+(l+) and e−(l−). The set of endpoints of l± is a subset of S1
∞(F+

1 ,F
−
1 ),

either two points or k points depending on whether l± is singular or not. In the
singular case, the set of k points are the ideal vertices of an ideal k-gon. Since
L±
1 ⊂ L±

2 , e+(l+) and e−(l−) are also the endpoints of leaves of F+
2 and F−

2

respectively. Send x to the unique intersection point of these two leaves. Note that
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they do indeed intersect because intersection is encoded by the boundary circle.
Thus, this map is well defined, and by construction it is continuous and injective.
Since L±

1 is dense in F±
2 , the image of this map is dense in the open disc; thus

by the invariance of domain theorem, it is a homeomorphism onto the disc. By
construction it sends leaves to leaves; so we conclude L±

1 = L±
2 . □

We can now also prove Corollary F from the Introduction:

Corollary 5.10. Let (Pi,F+
i ,F

−
i ), i = 1, 2 be pA-bifoliations. Let L±

i be subsets
of F±

i and call L±
i the prelaminations induced by L±

i in ∂Pi := S1
∞(F+

i ,F
−
i ).

Let h : ∂P1 → ∂P2 be a homeomorphism inducing the map ĥ{x, y} = {h(x), h(y)}
on pairs of points in ∂P1. Suppose that:

(i) The subsets L±
i ⊂ F±

i are dense in the plane, and

(ii) ĥ(L+
1 ∪ L−

1 ) = L+
2 ∪ L−

2 .

Then there exists a unique homeomorphism H : P1 → P2 such that H|∂P1
= h,

H(F+
1 ) = F±

2 , and H(F−
1 ) = F∓

2 .

Proof. By Lemma 5.4, the pairs of prelaminations (L+
i , L

−
i ) are fully transverse.

Pick some α0 ∈ L+
1 . By assumption, ĥ(α0) is in L+

2 or in L−
2 . Up to exchanging

the names of L+
2 and L−

2 , we will assume that ĥ(α0) ∈ L+
2 . For any leaf β ∈ L−

1 that

intersects α, the leaf ĥ(β) intersects ĥ(α0), so ĥ(β) ∈ L−
2 . Since (L+

i , L
−
i ) are fully

transverse, the connectedness axiom together with an inductive argument implies

that we must have ĥ(L+
1 ) = L+

2 and ĥ(L−
1 ) = L−

2 , i.e. h preserves the individual
laminations, not just their union.

Let g : D2 → D2 be a homeomorphism that extends h. Then (g(F+
1 ), g(F−

1 ))
and (F+

2 ,F
−
2 ) are two planar completions of h(L+

1 , L
−
1 ) = (L+

2 , L
−
2 ). Thus, by

Proposition 5.8, (g(F+
1 ), g(F−

1 )) and (F+
2 ,F

−
2 ) are homeomorphic via a map that

is the identity on the boundary. Thus, there exists a (unique) homeomorphism
H : P1 → P2, extending h and such that H(F±

1 ) = F±
2 . □

The fact that H is canonically defined shows that, as in Proposition 2.34, the
extension to the disc respects composition. This gives the proof of Corollary D.

Finally, we prove Corollary E from the Introduction:

Corollary 5.11. Suppose that (L+, L−) is a pair of regular fully transverse prelam-
inations. There is a unique planar completion (F+,F−) of (L+, L−) into a non-
singular bifoliated plane if and only if each simple, closed, polygon in D whose sides
are (finite) leaf segments of Geo(L+) ∪ Geo(L−) is a rectangle.

Equivalently, this occurs if and only if there are no cycles among linkage graphs.

Proof. Leaves of regular FT prelaminations are accumulated on both sides, so do
not bound any complementary regions. Thus no leaf of a regular FT prelamination
can be high-valence, and condition (iii) of Theorem C is automatically verified.
Similarly, no two leaves of a regular prelamination share a common endpoint so
condition (iv) is also automatically satisfied. Hence, to deduce Corollary 5.11 from
Theorem C, it suffices to notice two facts: First, a pA-bifoliation (F+,F−) is
non-singular if and only if there are no cycles in the linkage graphs of its induced
prelamination, or any prelaminations whose planar completion is (F+,F−). Sec-
ond, there exists a cycle in a linkage graph if and only if there is a closed polygonal
path with strictly more than 4 sides. □

6. Unique versus non-unique embeddings of prelaminations

In Theorem C, uniqueness of the planar completion was due in large part to
the requirement that leaves of L± be dense in the plane. In this section, we relax
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this density requirement by considering more general ways a prelamination may sit
inside a pA-bifoliation :

Definition 6.1 (Embedding into a bifoliation, planar extension). A pair of prelam-
inations (L+, L−) embeds in a pA-bifoliation (F+,F−) if L+ ⊂ L±

F , where L
±
F are

the prelaminations induced by F±. In this case we say (F+,F−) is a (planar)
extension of (L+, L−).

We emphasize that, as opposed to a planar completion, the prelaminations L±

are not necessarily dense in a planar extension.
We do not address in this article the general question of when a pair of prelam-

inations admits a planar extension. Instead, we consider the following question
of rigidity: For which FT prelaminations (L+, L−) is their planar completion the
unique planar extension of (L+, L−)? In Section 6.1, we provide examples of such
prelaminations admitting (many) different extensions, and in Section 6.2, we prove
a rigidity result, characterizing prelaminations whose unique extension is their pla-
nar completion.

For this, we use two different strategies. Roughly speaking, in Section 6.1, we
start with a bifoliation, then remove some leaves and show that what is left will
still admit a planar completion. By contrast, in Proposition 6.11 and 6.13, we start
with a pair of FT prelaminations and add (a lot of) leaves in some complementary
regions making sure that these added leaves are not crossing geodesics, so that the
resulting bifoliated planes are “bigger” than the completion.

6.1. Examples. As we aim to build examples of distinct extensions of the same
pair of prelaminations, we start by making precise what we mean by distinct:

Definition 6.2. Let (L+, L−) be a pair of FT prelaminations. Two planar exten-
sions (F+

i ,F
−
i ), i = 1, 2, of (L+, L−) are weakly equivalent if there is an orienta-

tion preserving homeomorphism h of D2 sending F±
1 to F±

2 and whose restriction
to S1 preserves (setwise) L+ and L−. They are strongly equivalent if one can find
such a homeomorphism h whose restriction to S1 is the identity.

Notice that strong equivalence was the notion we used to define “uniqueness” in
Theorems A and C. The difference between the notions of strong and weak equiv-
alences will appear in Example 1 (see Claim 6.6). We now can state precisely the
results proved below. For simplicity, we only build examples involving non-singular
foliations. One could of course generalize these constructions to give singular ex-
amples.

Proposition 6.3. There exists pairs (L+, L−) of fully transverse prelaminations
that admit a planar completion and also admit an uncountable family (F+

i ,F
−
i )i∈I

of pairwise non-weakly equivalent extensions.

In the example we provide for Proposition 6.3 (see Example 1 below) the set of
points in S1 which are endpoints of leaves in L+ is not dense. However, this lack of
density is only one of the phenomenon that prevents uniqueness. Indeed, we also
build an example (see Example 2) such that the endpoints of L+ as well as those
of L− are dense in S1:

Proposition 6.4. There exists prelaminations (L+, L−) admitting a planar com-
pletion and such that:

• there are two pairs (F+
i ,F

−
i )i∈{0,1} of pairwise non-equivalent extensions

of (L+, L−).
• both sets {a ∈ S1

∞(F+,F−) : ∃b, (a, b) ∈ L±} are dense in S1
∞(F+,F−).
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As one tool to construct examples, we use the following lemma, which gives
a condition for a subset of an induced prelamination to satisfy the conditions of
Theorem C (i.e. to admit a planar completion).

Lemma 6.5. Let (F+,F−) be a pair of transverse foliations of the open disc D̊2.
Assume that the set of endpoints of leaves of F− is dense in S1

∞(F+,F−).
Let U ⊊ D2 be a proper, open, F+-saturated set such that every leaf of F−

intersects U , and let L+ be the set of pair of endpoints of F+-leaves contained in
U , and L− the set of pair of endpoints of F−-leaves. Then (L+, L−) admits a

(non-singular) planar completion (F̃+, F̃−).

Moreover, (F̃+, F̃−) is not weakly-equivalent to (F+,F−), so (L+, L−) admits
at least two distinct extensions.

Proof. We will show that (L+, L−) satisfies the conditions of Theorem C, with the
added property that the linkage graphs have no cycles at all, hence proving that it
admits a non-singular planar completion (F̃+, F̃−). Since L+ is dense in F̃+ but
not dense in F+, the bifoliations cannot be even weakly equivalent.

The fact that (L+, L−) embeds in the non-singular bifoliation (F+,F−) directly
implies that (L+, L−) are transverse, have only trees as linkage graphs and any three
leaves of L± that intersect the same L∓ leaf cannot all share the same endpoint in
S1
∞.

The prelaminations (L+, L−) have no high-valence leaves because U is open,
hence any leaf of L+ that is the boundary of a complementary region of L+ is also
a boundary of a complementary region of the lamination induced by all the leaves
of F+. In particular, they are not high-valence.

So we only have to show the density and connectedness properties to finish
proving that the prelaminations are FT. The density condition of (L+, L−) follows
from the hypothesis that the endpoints of F−-leaves are dense (recall that L−

contains the endpoints of all leaves of F−). For connectedness, since any leaf of F−

intersects U by hypothesis, it in particular intersects leaves of F+ contained in U
(recall that U is saturated by F+). Thus, one can cover D̊2 by a countable family
of open sets which are each the union of the F−-leaves crossing a given F+-leaf
contained in U . The connectedness property of (L+, L−) follows. □

The next example gives the family used for Proposition 6.3.

Example 1. Let F+,F− be the horizontal and vertical foliations, respectively, of
R2 restricted to the strip B = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : |x − y| < 1}. B is homeomorphic to
R2, so (F+,F−) is a bifoliated plane.

Let ∆n := {(x, y) ∈ R2 : |y − 4n| ≤ 1
2}, for n ∈ Z. Consider the open set

U := B ∖ ∪n∈Z∆n.

Let L+ be the pairs of endpoints of F+-leaves in U , and L− be the set of endpoints
of all F−-leaves.

We will now build an uncountable family of pairwise non-weakly equivalent ex-
tensions of (L+, L−), by pairs of transverse R-covered foliations (i.e., such that each
foliation is conjugated to a trivial one).

Let E ⊂ Z be any subset and let L+
E be the prelamination obtained from L+ by

adding all the F+-leaves in ∆n if n /∈ E . The prelaminations (L+
E , L

−) are as in

Lemma 6.5, so in particular they admit planar completions (F+
E ,F

−
E ).

Moreover, one easily sees that the boundary circles S1
∞(F+

E ,F
−
E ) are all canoni-

cally identified with the boundary circle of S1
∞(F+,F−) which is just the boundary

of the strip B together with two points at infinity (one for the top right infinity
and one for the bottom left). Thus the family

{
(F+

E ,F
−
E )

}
E⊂Z is an uncountable

collection of extensions of (L+, L−).
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In order to finish the proof of Proposition 6.3, we only have to show that different
choices of subsets of Z in the example above gives different bifoliations. This is
shown in the following claim.

Claim 6.6. Let I,J ⊂ Z. Then the bifoliations (F+
I ,F

−
I ) and (F+

J ,F
−
J ) are

strongly equivalent if and only if I = J , and weakly equivalent if and only if there
is m ∈ Z such that J = ±I +m.

In particular, the family
{

(F+
E ,F

−
E )

}
E⊂Z contains uncountably many non-weakly

equivalent extensions of (L+, L−).

Proof. Let αn,± denote the geodesics corresponding to the leaves {y = 4n± 1
2}. The

αn,±, n ∈ I (resp. n ∈ J ) are the boundary components of complementary regions
of L+

I (resp. of L+
J ) and are limit of L+-leaves. If (F+

I ,F
−
I ) and (F+

J ,F
−
J ) are

strongly equivalent via a homeomorphism h, then h maps boundary components to
boundary components and is the identity on S1, so both prelaminations have the
same boundary components. Thus I = J .

We will show that the difference s − r for two successive points in I can be
characterized by a sort of “push-map” defined using the prelaminations. This will
imply that (F+

I ,F
−
I ) and (F+

J ,F
−
J ) are conjugated by a homeomorphism preserving

the orientations of the foliations if and only if J = I +m finishing the proof of the
claim.

Recall that we can identify the circle at infinity of (F+
I ,F

−
I ) with the boundary of

the strip B union the two infinite ends. We fix this identification. The laminations
L+
I , L

− induce two maps f+I , f
− on subsets of this circle, associating to an endpoint

of a leaf its other endpoint. The map f− is defined on the whole circle minus the
two infinite ends, while the map f+I is defined away from these two infinite ends
as well as the intervals corresponding to the ideal segments σn,±, n ∈ I. Where it
is defined, the composition f− ◦ f+I coincides with the map (x, y) 7→ (x+ 1, y + 1)
on {y − x = 1} and with (x, y) 7→ (x − 1, y − 1) on {x − y = 1}, which are the
boundary component of the strip. Then, if s, r are two consecutive elements of
I, the difference s − r is characterized by the number of fundamental domains of
f− ◦ f+I between the two intervals σr,+ and σs,+.

This difference is preserved by any orientation preserving homeomorphisms con-
jugating (F+

I ,F
−
I ) and (F+

J ,F
−
J ), leading to the announced result. □

The next example is used for Proposition 6.4.

Example 2. Let µ, ν be two irrational numbers, independent over Q, and Λ =
Z(1, µ) ⊕ Z(1, ν) be the induced lattice on R2.

Let P be the universal cover of R2∖Λ and (F+,F−) the bifoliation on P obtained
by lifting the horizontal and vertical foliations of R2 ∖ Λ. Call π : P → R2 ∖ Λ the
projection.

Let ∆ ⊂ P be the lift of the strip {|y| ≤ 1} ∩ (R2 ∖ Λ), and U = P ∖ ∆. Notice
that the closed set ∆ does not contain any leaf of F− and is saturated for F+ (so
that U is also saturated for F+).

Finally, let (L+, L−) be the prelaminations such that L− is the set of pairs of
endpoints of the F−-leaves and L+ is the set of pairs of endpoints of leaves contained
in U .

Proof of Proposition 6.4. Let (L+, L−) be as in the example constructed above.
We will show that they satisfy the conditions of Lemma 6.5, so that (F+,F−) is an
extension that is non-weakly equivalent to its completion. We will also show that
the set of endpoints of L+ leaves, and the set of endpoints of L− leaves are each
dense in ∂P := S1

∞(F+,F−).
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First, note that a leaf of F± in P whose projection by π is contained in a
horizontal or vertical line that contain a point of the lattice Λ is non-separated
from above and below with other leaves. Thus, the set of F±-leaves which are not
separated from below is dense in P , and so are leaves non separated from above.
According to [Bon24, Lemma 4.19] this implies that any non-empty open interval I
of ∂P contains both endpoint of a leaf of F−, and of F+. Then [Bon24, Proposition
5.7] implies that the endpoints of leaves of F± are dense in ∂P . In particular, we
deduce that (L+, L−) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 6.5 and that the endpoints
of L−-leaves are dense in ∂P .

We have left to show that the endpoints of L+ are also dense. Suppose I is an
non-empty open interval in ∂P . By the above, we know that there is a leaf β of L−

having both ends in I. As the pair (L+, L−) is fully transverse, β crosses a L+-leaf
α, which must thus have an endpoint in I, which is what we needed to show. □

6.2. A characterization of unique strong extensions. Having built examples
of non-(weakly) equivalent extensions, we now describe for which prelaminations
their unique extension up to strong equivalence is their planar completion.

Theorem 6.7. Suppose (L+, L−) are prelaminations admitting a planar comple-
tion. This planar completion is the unique extension of (L+, L−) up to strong equiv-
alence if and only if for each complementary region C of L±, the ideal boundary of
C (i.e., the set ∂C ∩ S1) has countable cardinality.

Remark 6.8. In fact, we will prove slightly more: the countability condition implies
the uniqueness of the extension up to strong equivalence, while the failure of the
countability condition implies the existence of at least two non weakly equivalent
extensions.

Deciding whether one can build weakly equivalent but non-strongly equivalent
completions of a given pair of prelamination would involve a study of the symmetries
of bifoliated planes which is beyond the scope of this article.

We start by remarking that it is enough to prove Theorem 6.7 for prelaminations
induced by a pA-bifoliation.

Lemma 6.9. Let (L+, L−) be prelaminations admitting a planar completion and
let (L+

F , L
−
F ) be the prelaminations induced from the completion. Then L± has a

complementary region with uncountable ideal boundary if and only if L±
F also does.

Proof. By Lemma 5.6, leaves of L±
F are either leaves of the closure L̄± (which

does not affect the nontrivial complementary regions) or are crossing geodesics in
a nontrivial complementary region K of L±. Since there are only countably many
crossing leaves, every nontrivial complementary region K of L± is a countable
union of complementary regions Ci of L±

F . In particular, K has an uncountable
ideal boundary if and only if at least one Ci has uncountable ideal boundary. □

We start with the proof of the sufficient condition:

Proposition 6.10. Suppose (L+, L−) are prelaminations admitting a planar com-
pletion. Assume that the ideal boundary of each complementary region of L± is
countable. Then (L+, L−) admits a unique, up to strong equivalence, extension
which is its planar completion.

Proof. Let (F+,F−) be an extension of (L+, L−) and let L±
F be the prelaminations

induced by F±. We will show L+ and L− are is dense in the plane for (F+,F−),
hence (F+,F−) is the (unique) planar completion of (L+, L−) by Theorem C.

First, notice that each trivial complementary region of L± must be a leaf of
L±
F ∖ L±. Call L̂± the prelamination L± together with all trivial complementary
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regions added. So L̂± ⊂ L±
F . Now, all the leaves of L±

F ∖ L̂± are necessarily
contained in nontrivial complementary regions of L±. Since there are only count-
ably many nontrivial complementary regions, that these regions have countable
ideal boundaries, and that only countably many leaves of L±

F can share the same
endpoint (because it is induced by a bifoliation), we deduce that there are only

countably many leaves in L±
F ∖ L̂±.

Therefore L̂±, and thus L±, are dense in the foliation F±. So (F+,F−) is the
unique planar completion of (L+, L−). □

To prove the other direction of Theorem 6.7, we need to show that if one com-
plementary region has an uncountable ideal boundary, then we can build non-
equivalent extensions. We start with a lemma for complementary regions that
contain ideal segments or not.

Proposition 6.11. Suppose (L+, L−) are prelaminations admitting a planar com-
pletion. Assume that there is a complementary region C of L± such that ∂C con-
tains a nontrivial interval of S1. Then (L+, L−) admits an extension that is not
weakly equivalent to the planar completion.

Proof. By assumption, the linkage graph Γ(C) contains at least one ideal vertex I
corresponding to an ideal segment. Let e be the edge containing I and call γ its
other vertex. So γ is a geodesic side of C (Lemma 3.10).

Consider two closed segments U, V such that U ⊂ V̊ ⊂ V ⊂ I̊, and let V0, V1 be
the two connected components of V ∖ U .

Pick ϕ : V0 → V1 a decreasing homeomorphism. We define

L+
1 := L+ ∪ {(a, ϕ(a)) : a ∈ V0}.

One easily sees that (L+
1 , L

−) is a pair of FT prelamination that still satisfy all
the conditions of Theorem C.

Hence (L+
1 , L

−) admits a planar completion (F+
1 ,F

−
1 ), which is an extension of

(L+, L−). Since L+ is by construction not dense in F+
1 , we deduce that (L+, L−)

admit at least two non-weakly equivalent extensions. □

Remark 6.12. One can easily modify the construction in the proof above to get
an uncountable family of non equivalent extensions. For example, it suffices to
consider infinite families of pairs of intervals and homemorphisms ϕn : V0,n → V1,n
with compatible relative positions. It is obvious that the extensions obtained that
way are not strongly equivalent, the fact that uncountably many such extensions
are not they are not even weakly equivalent is more technical.

The next proposition finishes the proof of Theorem 6.7, using Lemma 6.9.

Proposition 6.13. Let (L+, L−) be prelaminations admitting a planar completion
Suppose that a complementary region C of L± has an uncountable ideal boundary.
Then there are at least two non weakly equivalent extensions of (L+, L−).

Proof. By Lemma 6.9, if (L+, L−) have such a complementary region, then the
prelaminations induced by their planar completion also has this property. Thus,
using Corollary 4.6 we can assume without loss of generality that (L+, L−) are
induced by a pA-bifoliation.

If one ideal boundary of a complementary region of L± has non empty interior,
then the result follows from Proposition 6.11. So from now one, we restrict to
the case where no complementary regions have any ideal sides (equivalently, the
endpoints of leaves of L+ and L− are both dense).

To fix notation, we now suppose that there exists a complementary region C
of L+ with uncountable ideal boundary. The case for L− is obviously symmetric.
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Since (L+, L−) are induced by a pA-bifoliation, and C has infinitely many sides, it
is not an ideal polygon so is one-root region (by the necessity part of Theorem A).

Since the ideal boundary of C is an uncountable compact set in S1 with empty
interior, the Cantor–Bendixson Theorem says that this ideal boundary is the union
of a Cantor set C and a countable set. Let U0, U1 be disjoint open subsets of C such
that C = C0 ∪ C1 where Ci := C ∩ Ui are both homeomorphic to cantor sets.

Choose ϕ : C0 → C1 a decreasing homeomorphism. Let R0 ⊂ C0 and R1 ⊂ C1 be
the subsets consisting of the points which are accumulated on both sides.

Define

L+
0 = {(a, ϕ(a) : a ∈ R0}.

Then L+
0 is a regular prelamination of S1 whose leaves are contained in C and thus

do not cross any L+-leaf. Therefore, L+
1 = L+ ∪ L+

0 is a prelamination. Moreover,
by the connectedness property of (L+, L−), every leaf of L+

0 crosses a L−-leaf. Thus
(L+

1 , L
−) are fully transverse.

We will show the following

Claim 6.14. The pair (L+
1 , L

−) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem C.13

With the claim in hand, one can conclude the proof of the proposition as previ-
ously: The planar completion of (L+

1 , L
−) is an extension of (L+, L−) and cannot

be weakly equivalent to the planar completion of (L+, L−). □

Proof of Claim 6.14. We have already proved that (L+
1 , L

−) are fully transverse.
As no two leaves of L+

0 share the same endpoint (and (L+, L−) are induced by a
pA-bifoliation), condition (iv) of Theorem C is also satisfied.

So we have left to show the simple cycle and no high valence leaves conditions.
To do this we describe how the linkage graphs have changed.

Recall that the leaves in L+
1 ∖L+ are contained in a fixed complementary region

C of L+. So if K− is a complementary region of L− that does not intersect C, we
trivially have that Γ(K−;L+

1 ) = Γ(K−;L+). Similarly, if K+ is a complementary
region of L+

1 that is not contained in C, then K+ is also a complementary region
of L+ and the linkage graphs are the same.

Now suppose K− is a complementary region of L− that does intersect C. By
assumption, K− has only geodesic sides. Since C is a one-root region, every L−

leaf that intersects C must intersect the root, call it γ, of C. As the root is always
accumulated upon by leaves of L+, we deduce that if a leaf of L+

0 crosses two sides
of K−, these two (geodesic) sides also cross a same L+-leaf. So in this case too,
Γ(K−;L+

1 ) = Γ(K−;L+). We deduce that L− has no high-valence leaves and the
simple cycle condition for the pair (L+

1 , L
−).

We treat the last case now. Suppose K+ is a complementary region of L+
1 con-

tained in C. Since the prelamination L+
0 is regular, the sides of K+ are either sides

of C or geodesics accumulated upon by, but not equal to, leaves of L+
0 . Moreover,

since the sets R0, R1 are contained in disjoint open intervals and ϕ is decreasing, the
set of geodesics (a, ϕ(a)) is totally ordered in the following way: (a, ϕ(a)) < (b, ϕ(b))
if (a, ϕ(a) separates (b, ϕ(b)) from γ, the root of C. Therefore, K+ has a geodesic
side which is its “lowest side” (which is either γ or the limit of the increasing se-
quence of leaves in L+

0 which separate K+ from γ). Since C is a one-root region of
(L+, L−), any leaf of L− that intersects K+ intersects that lowest sides. In partic-
ular, Γ(K+;L−) is a star, and L+

1 has no high-valence leaves. This ends the proof
of the claim. □

13It is essential in the proof of this claim that the leaves L+
0 that we added are regular,

otherwise this claim would fail.
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Appendix A. Naturality of the geodesic realization

Here we prove the naturality of geodesic realizations as follows:

Theorem A.1. Let (L+, L−) be a pair of fully transverse prelaminations of S1.
Given any f ∈ Homeo(S1), there exists a homeomorphism F of D2 sending geodesics
of Geo(L±) to geodesics of Geo(f(L±)) and restricting to f on S1.

We also show that naturality of geodesic realizations may fail without the fully
transverse assumption (see example 3.

Previously in this work, we freely passed between prelaminations of the circle
and their geodesic realizations. Since the goal of this appendix is to justify that
practice, we will be much more careful with notation.

Notation. Given α ∈ L±, we write ᾱ for its geodesic realization, i.e., if α = {a1, a2}
then ᾱ is the straight line segment between a1 and a2. Inversely, given a geodesic
ℓ ⊂ D we denote by ∂ℓ the pair of endpoints of ℓ in S1.

Sometimes it will be convenient to refer to pairs of points explicitly. Thus,
extending our previous notation, we also define

Notation. Given p, q ∈ D2, let Geo(p, q) denote the straight line between p and q.

Proof of Theorem A.1. By Lemma 3.15, we may (by replacing L± by their clo-
sures, if needed) assume without loss of generality that L± are fully transverse
laminations. Let f ∈ Homeo(S1), without loss of generality we may assume that
f preserves orientation of S1. For {a, a′} = α in L± we will write f(α) to mean
{f(a), f(a′)}.

Define F as follows. First, set F |S1 = f . Secondly, for a pair of crossing leaves α

and β in L±, define F (ᾱ ∩ β̄) = f(α) ∩ f(β). Note that this is well defined since f
is a homeomorphism so preserves crossing, and distinct pairs of leaves always cross
at different points.

Let X = X(L±) ⊂ D2 denote the set of intersection points of pairs of crossing
geodesics realization of leaves. So F is thus far defined on X ∪ S1. Our first goal
is to show that F is continuous on X ∪ S1. This follows from the following two
claims.

Claim A.2. Suppose that αn, βn are crossing leaves in L+, L− respectively, and
αn ∩ βn → p ∈ S1. Then f(αn) ∩ f(βn) converges to f(p).

Proof. As D2 is strictly convex, the fact that αn ∩ βn tends to a point p in S1

implies that at least one of the points of αn tends to p, and the same for βn.
Consider the limits of the sequences of points αn and βn. As a first case, if at

least three limit points coincide, then either αn or βn limits to p, and thus its image
under f limits to f(p), and hence f(αn) ∩ f(βn) converges to f(p).

Otherwise, letting αn = {an, a′n} and βn = {bn, b′n}, we may have that an → p,
bn → p, but the other endpoints do not. Passing to any convergent subsequence of
endpoints, we will have a′n → q, b′n → r, for some r ̸= p and q ̸= p. Furthermore
r ̸= q because {p, r} and {p, q} are leaves of distinct laminations L± and L∓.

Then f(αn) ∩ f(βn) is the intersection point of geodesics converging to the
geodesics Geo(f(q), f(p)) and Geo(f(r), f(p)), and thus converges to f(p). □

Claim A.3. Suppose that αn, βn are pairs of crossing leaves in L+ and L− respec-
tively, and αn ∩ βn → p ∈ D2 ∖ S1. Then p = ᾱ ∩ β̄ for some α, β in L+, L−, and
f(αn) ∩ f(βn) converges to f(α) ∩ f(β).

Proof. Let αn = {an, a′n} and βn = {bn, b′n}. Pass to a subsequence so that the
sequences an, a′n, bn and b′n all converge, say to a, a′, b, and b′ respectively. Since
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ᾱn ∩ β̄n → p ∈ D2 ∖ S1, all four limit points are distinct. Since we assumed that
L± were laminations (hence closed), we deduce that {a, a′} = α and {b, b′} = β for
some α, β ∈ L+ and L− respectively; and necessarily p = ᾱ ∩ β̄.

Since L+ and L− are laminations, p cannot be the intersection point of any other
pair of crossing leaves in the realization, so an, a′n, bn and b′n all converge (without
needing to pass to subsequences). Thus, f(αn) and f(βn) converge to f(α) and

f(β), and so f(αn) ∩ f(βn) converges to f(α) ∩ f(β). □

Let X(f(L±)) denote the set of intersection points of leaves of Geo(f(L+) ∪
f(L−)). Summarizing our work above, we have:

Corollary A.4. The set X ∪ S1 is compact, as is its image X(f(L±)) ∪ S1, and
F : X ∪ S1 → X(f(L±)) ∪ S1 is a homeomorphism.

Proof. Claims A.2 and A.3 show that the domain of F is a closed subset of D2

and that F is continuous. Using f−1 instead of f , by analogous construction one
obtains an inverse map to F defined on S1 ∪ X(f(L±)), and the same argument
shows it is continuous. □

Next we extend the domain of definition of F to Geo(L±). Let α ∈ L±. On
each segment I of a geodesic ᾱ bounded by points x, y ∈ X ∪S1, and containing no
other points on X∪S1 (where F is already defined), we define F |I to be the unique
affine map (with respect to the usual affine structure inherited from R2) sending I
to the straight line segment with endpoints F (x), F (y).

Lemma A.5. We have F (Geo(L±)) = Geo(f(L±)). Moreover, the restriction of
F to a leaf Geo(a, b) of Geo(L±), oriented from a to b, is an increasing homeomor-
phism onto the leaf Geo(f(a), f(b)) of Geo(f(L±)) oriented from f(a) to f(b).

Proof. Let α = {a, b} ∈ L± be a leaf and orient ᾱ from a to b and f(α) from f(a)
to f(b). Consider X ∩ ᾱ and X(f(L±))∩Geo(f(a), f(b)). Each is a totally ordered
set (a subset of an oriented straight line), and the restriction of F to X ∩ ᾱ is a
bijection onto X(f(L±)) ∩ Geo(f(a), f(b)).

We claim this bijection is strictly increasing. To see this, consider the connected
components I, J of S1 ∖ {a, b}. Each leaf of L± that crosses α has one endpoint in
I and one in J ; orient I and J from a to b so that the order of intersection points
of leaves of L∓ along α, I and J all agree. Since f preserves orientation, the same
is true for leaves of f(L∓) along f(α), f(I) and f(J). The desired conclusion now
holds by definition of F along α as a piecewise affine map. □

Our next goal is to extend F to the complement of Geo(L±) ∪ S1 in D2.

Lemma A.6. Let P be a connected component of D2\(Geo(L−)∪Geo(L+)). Then
P is a convex region whose closure contains at most one point of S1. The boundary
of P consists of either a finite union of segments of leaves of L+ and L−, or a
union of infinitely many such segments, which accumulate only at the unique point
of P ∩ S1.

Proof. Let P be a connected component of D2\(Geo(L−)∪Geo(L+)). Then P is the
intersection of two convex sets (which are connected components of D2 \ Geo(L−)
and D2 \ Geo(L+), respectively) so is convex. We first show its closure contains at
most one point of S1.

Suppose for contradiction that P contains two points p, q in S1. Since P is
convex in D2, we have Geo(p, q) ⊂ P . This implies that no L±-leaf crosses {p, q},
contradicting the connectedness and density assumption of fully transverse prelam-
inations.
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Now, every point in the interior of D2 admits a neighborhood with a chart to
R2 such that leaves of Geo(L±) are sent to horizontal and vertical segments. This
implies that in any compact subset of the interior of D2, the boundary of P is a
simple curve consisting of alternating segments of Geo(L+) and Geo(L−). This
implies the statement given above. □

Borrowing (and extending) our previous terminology, we call the closure P of a
connected component P of D2 \ (Geo(L−) ∪ Geo(L+)) a complementary region.

Corollary A.7. Each complementary region P admits a triangulation whose ver-
tices are in (X ∪ S1) ∩ P and whose edges are geodesic segments.

Proof. Lemma A.6 implies that P is either a finite sided convex polygon (whose
sides are segments of Geo(L−) ∪ Geo(L+)) or a convex region whose boundary
consists of alternating segments of Geo(L−) ∪ Geo(L+) which accumulate only at
a single point p of S1 — call this an “infinite sided polygon”; it is the convex hull
of its “vertices” i.e., the points of (X ∩ P ) ∪ {p}.

In the first case, P obviously admits a triangulation, in the second one may
triangulate it by connecting p to each of the other vertices. □

As a consequence of Lemma A.6 and the definition of F , for each complementary
region P of Geo(L−) ∪ Geo(L+) ∪ S1, there exists a unique complementary region
of Geo(f(L−) ∪ Geo(L+)) ∪ S1 which is the convex hull of the images by F of the
vertices of P . We call this polygon F (P ).

Now, fix a triangulation TP of each complementary region P as given by Corol-
lary A.7, and call F (TP ) the triangulation of F (P ) which has the corresponding
combinatorial data (i.e., two vertices x1, x2 of P are joined by an edge in TP if and
only if the vertices F (x1), F (x2) are joined by an edge in F (TP )).

We extend F to P by using the unique affine map mapping a triangle of TP to
the corresponding triangle in F (TP ); i.e., if v1, v2, v3 are vertices of a triangle T ,
for each convex combination

∑
tivi ∈ T we define F (

∑
tivi) :=

∑
tiF (vi). Note

that this agrees with the previous definition of F for any points on the boundary
of T where F is already defined. At this stage F is defined on all of D2, and we
need only show that it is continuous, since continuity of the inverse follows from
the same argument.

Continuity of F . Let xn ∈ D2 be a sequence of points converging to x ∈ D2. Since
F agrees with f on S1, we may without loss of generality assume xn are not in S1.
For each n, the point xn is either inside a triangle of a complementary region, or
lies on a segment of a geodesic leaf bounded by points of X ∪S1. To streamline the
proof, we think of these segments as (degenerate) triangles, with two vertices equal
to each other. Thus, each xn lies in some “triangle” Tn with vertices in X ∪ S1.

Let (v1,n, v2,n, v3,n) denote the vertices of Tn, thus xn =
∑

i ti,nvi,n where 0 ≤
ti,n ≤ 1 and

∑
i ti,n = 1. By compactness of X ∪ S1, we can pass to a subsequence

Tj so that we have convergence vi,j → vi ∈ X ∪ S1. If all three points v1, v2, v3
coincide, then they necessarily agree with x. Now F (vi,j) tends to F (x) for all i,
as F is a homeomorphism on X ∪ S1. Thus F (xj) converges to F (x) in that case.

Claim A.8. If v1 ̸= v2, then the interior of the geodesic segment between v1 and
v2 does not cross any leaf of L− ∪ L+, nor does it cross the interior of a side of a
triangle in the triangulation ∪PTP .

Proof. Crossing a leaf, and crossing the interior of a side of a triangle are both
open conditions, and no segment Geo(v1,j , v3,j) crosses such a leaf or side. Thus,
the claim follows, and so the segment between v1 and v2 is either contained in a
triangle or in a leaf. □
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As an immediate consequence of this claim, v1, v2 and v3 all lie in the closure of
a single triangle or a leaf. In either case, F is affine on the convex hull of v1, v2, v3
and so F (xj) converges to F (x) as desired. Since this was true for any choice of
subsequence provided that the vertices converge, we conclude F (xn) converges to
F (x) which finishes the proof Theorem A.1. □

The following example, illustrated in Figure 5 shows that Theorem A.1 fails
without the fully transverse assumption. The example can easily be adapted to
produce one where endpoints are dense, but the connectedness property is not
satisfied.

Figure 5. Two (partially defined) prelaminations that are home-
omorphic on S1 but with no extension to D2.

Example 3. We work with the unit disc D2 in R2. Let (an, a
′
n) be the points of

intersection of S1 with the line y = 1/n in D2, for n = 2, 3, . . ., so an → (−1, 0)
and a′n → (1, 0). Let L+ be the collection of all such leaves {an, a′n}. Consider
sequences of points bn ∈ [an, an+1] and b′n ∈ [a′n, a

′
n−1]. We may choose these so

that Geo(an, a
′
n)∩Geo(bn, b

′
n) is any specified point on the line segment Geo(an, a

′
n).

To fix an example, choose bn and b′n such that Geo(an, a
′
n)∩Geo(bn, b

′
n) = (0, 1/n).

Let L− be the collection of leaves {bn, b′n}.
Now choose cn ∈ [an, an+1] and c′n ∈ [a′n, a

′
n−1] such that Geo(an, a

′
n)∩Geo(cn, c

′
n)

converges to the point (0, 1). There is a homeomorphism f of S1 pointwise fixing
{an, a′n : n ≥ 2 ∈ N} and with f(bn) = cn, f(b′n) = c′n. Obviously such a home-
omorphism cannot extend continuously to a homeomorphism of D2 taking lines of
Geo(L±) to lines of Geo(f(L)±).
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